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SYMBOLIC NARRATIVE OF HAiTTHORNE AND VJYLIE
Introduction
Purpose of the Study
In order to appreciate the use of Symbolism as a technique in the
development of the American Novel it is necessary to select outstanding
writers ?rtio have successfully used Symbolism to clarify their artistic
and philosophic perspectives.
This study seeks to establish criteria for this appreciation
through a study of Nathaniel Hawthorne, the outstanding Symbolist of the
nineteenth century, and Elinor V/ylie, an important Symbolic writer of the
twentieth century. This thesis endeavors to establish the philosophic
perspective of the writers by an examination of their lives and writings
and their artistic perspective through a detailed study of their Romances^
Method Used
This thesis is developed by the use of both the historical and the
descriptive methods.
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Definition of Symbolism 2
Lest there be, at the outset, any misunderstanding of Symbolism
discussed in this thesis, I shall endeavor to establish a conception of
I
|; Americsm Symbolism.
j' First, let us consider the French School of Symbolic thought in
i
order to xmderstand the complete divorcement of the aims and purposes of
this movement from the aims and purposes of Symbolism in American Letters,
ji French Symbolism was an expression of a defeated individualism
|,
frustrated in the search for a desired material value. It was an
I
outgrowth of Romanticism which usually revolted against a society with
I
which it found itself at odds. It was characteristic of the Romantics to
seek experience for its own sake - love, travel, politics - to try the
I
possibilities of life. The Symbolist, however, hating formulas and
I
discarding conventions, detached himself from society, and schooled himself
in indifference to it. He carried on experimentation in the field of
I
literature alone. He shifted the field of literature from an objective
to a subjective world, from an experience shared with society to an
experience savored in solitude. His literature was a literature
1
indifferent to action and unconcerned with the group.
The French symbolic writer sought to escape the burden of a material
reality and to achieve happiness, peace, and an understanding of himself
and of life's ultimate 'Truth* by striving for the supreme experience of
a revelation of the 'Infinite*. He wished to cease struggling against the
real obstacles in his environment and to achieve an intellectual peace
and security by living in a world of abstraction where he could attempt to
penetrate the realm of thought which would reveal the all-pervading, all-
Edmund Wilson,^ "Axel's Castle", p,265
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oomprebending whole of ’Truth' in relation to the human intellect and
emotions# To experience this revelation, the writer found that no literary
technique existed with which he could interpret this unseen world.
Therefore, he created a new language, a new technique, which he could
employ to imitate the reality and truth of this world which is unseen hy
1
the senses, but apprehended by the consciousness. This new language
was the imagery of Symbolism. From the world of sensual reality he chose
images which suggested and evoked momentary illuminations of true beauty
which is truth and perfection in all physical, emotional, and intellectual
relationships.
In this world of abstraction the French writer experienced a
satisfaction virtiich he was unable to achieve in the ob3ective world of
of reality.
The philosophy of the American symbolic writer is not the French
philosophy of escape, but rather it is the seeking of a higher realization
of universal 'Truth* which will reveal the correct point of harmony
between the intellect and emotions. /<hen the writer experiences a
momentary illumination of ' Infinite Truth' he is enabled to understand
more clearly the physical, emotional, emd intellectual adjustments
necessary to a fuller and more satisfactory life.
The American writer, as the French symbolist, found no language or
no artistic perspective which he could use to imitate or create this unseen I
world of reality. Therefore, he formulated a new set of artistic
principles which v/ould explain and clarify the nature of symbolism, the
.
types of symbolic images, and the purpose and result of the use of these
I
symbols, and he created a new language of symbols.
1, Arthur Symons, ”The Symbolist Movement in Literature", p.2
I
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The symbolist realized that all learning, "whether of an objective
or subjective nature, is accomplished through eliciting and developing
a mental aivareness to some problem xmder consideration through the use of
symbols. These symbols may be concrete images "which can be comprehended
through both the senses and emotions, that is, they may be "written words,
material objects, or emotional sensations. These images or symbols
presented to the mind elicit consciousness, beliefs, emotions, and usages
respecting components of hianan experience, giving to the human mind direct
1
knowledge
.
This direct knowledge, however, realized through the implication of
these symbols, is a relative matter. It is relative to the person who
perceives the symbols, and to the surroundings, the moment, and the mood
of the reader or observer. For modern physics tells us, that all
observations of "what goes on in the viniverse are relative; they depend on
"Where "we are "when we make them, how fast we are moving, and the person’s
E
status "Who makes the observations.
This theory of relativity of ’Time’ is an element which enters into
the symbolist’s successful choice of imagery. Each reader will have his
own individual store of direct knowledge different from every other reader.
Therefore, the "writer’s symbols will elicit different overtones of
consciousness, emotions, beliefs, and usages in each of his readers. To
overcome, this difficulty, the symbolist must select many images pregnant
with the overtones which he feels in order to be certain that he has
caused a mental awareness to his moods and realizations.
Another element of ’Time’ "VThioh effects the choice of symbols is
the principle that there is no pure succession of ’Time’, We do not
1. Alfred Whitehead, "Symbolism, Its Meaning and Effect", pp.6 - 8
2, Edmund Wilson, "Axel’s Castle", p,77
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measure ’Time’ by the movement of the earth in relation to the sun, but
by a series of causes and effects which blend into the intricate
pattern of each individual’s designs, desires, disappointments, and
satisfactions in relation to life. The author, therefore, must arrange
his symbols so that they will reveal the series of causes and effects
which form the pattern of each character’s experience.
Because our direct knowledge and emotional experience from which
the writer selects his symbols is a relative matter, every feeling or
sensation we have, every moment of consciousness, is different from
1
every other. It is the writer’s task, therefore, to select symbols which
which will convey the special tone of each moment, the special
combination of elements of all moments which will suggest to the reader
the author’s unioue sensations, experiences, and intuitions realized in
attempting to imitate this unseen world of ’Truth’,
Up to this point wo have seen, first, that the purpose of the
American symbolist is to create a new language for the purpose of
imitating the unseen world of truth which when presented to the human
mind will elicit a deeper consciousness, clearer beliefs, more vivid
emotions, and usages respecting elements of hinnan experience; secondly,
that in selecting the imagery and symbols for this language, relativity
of time is one principle to bo considered.
We shall now consider the remaining principles which govern the
choice of the writer’s symbolio language. The symbol chosen can be
compared to a metaphor detached from its subject - one has then to guess
2
what the symbolio image is being applied to. As the writer wishes to use
these symbolio metaphors to awaken the consciousness of the reader to a
1, Edmund Wilson, "Axel’s Castle", p, 20
2, Ibid,
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realization of a very subtle intelleotual or emotional state, he must
choose an image which will subconsciously suggest that state to the reader*
Necessarily these images will be vague and indefinite, but pregnant with
overtones of the mood or state he wishes to establish in the consciousness
of the reader. The vagueness and indefiniteness should be of the ouality
produced by music. This effect is accomplished through the fusion of
images from the real and imaginary worlds.
The symbolic language of the writer should suggest his realizations
of momentary illuminations of the ’Infinite*, the all-pervading ’Truth* of
experience. His imagery should blend itself so successfully vrith the
’Finite*, the limited realistic experience of the human mind, that
illumination of higher ’Truth’ revealed should stand visible as if it were
1
attainable there.
One difficulty experienced by the reader in arriving at an awareness
of the purpose of the symbolic writer is the variety of symbolic imagery
chosen by different writers. The symbols are chosen arbitrarily by the
writer to adumbrate his own special ideas relating to his special
understanding of the truths of life, or his comprehension of the relation
of the emotions to the intellect. Unless the symbolic writer has clearly
in mind his purpose in choosing his images, and has skill in selecting
effective symbols for his narrative, his imagery becomes elusive and
bewildering,
Hawthorne and Vfylie present two aspects of Symbolism. Hawthorne
was a philosophical aesthete who sought truth through a symbolical
interpretation of ethics; YiTylie was an emotional aesthete who catechized
the illusion which she believed emotion to be, and endeavored through
a symbolical imitation of emotion to arrive at an understanding of the
1. Arthur Symon’s, "The Symbolist Movement in Literature" ,p,
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relation of the emotion and intellect. Through this understanding she
hoped to realize a profounder meaning of life.

The Relation of Havrthorne* s Life to His Artistio Method
In order to understand why Hawthorne expressed himself through the
metaphysics of Symbolism and made use of the Symbolic technique in his
romances it is necessary to know something of his inheritance and
training, to examine his life, and to try to discover his conception of
the meaning of life.
The first Hathome came to Salem in 1630, (Nathaniel Hawthorne
changed the spelling to Hawthorne while at Bowdoin because he learned
that the name was originally spelled with a ’w*
,) This Major Hathorne
is pictured in the Introduction to the ’’Scarlet Letter”, Let us turn to
Hawthorne* s own description in the Introduction:
"The figure of that first ancestor, invested by family tradition
with a dim and dusky grandeur, was present to my boyish imagination as far
back as I can remember. It still haunts me, and induces a sort of home -
feeling with the past, yixich I scarcely claim in reference to a residence
hero on account of this grave, bearded, sable-cloaked, and steeple-crowned
progenitor - who came so early, with his Bible and his sword, and trod the
unworn street with such a stately port, and made so large a figure, as a
man of war and peace - stronger claim than for myself, whose name is
seldom heard and my face hardly known. He was a soldier, legislator,
judge; he was a ruler in the Church; he had all the Puritanic traits, both
good and evil. He was likewise a bitter persecutor; as witness the Ouakerii
who have remembered him in their histories, ans relate an incident of his
hard severity towards a woman of their sect, which will last longer, it
is to be feared, than any record of his better deeds, although these |
1
were many,”
1, Nathaniel Hawthorne, ’’Scarlet Letter", pp. 15-17
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The second Hathorne was John, son of V/illiam, Again vre find him
I
I
I pictured in the Introduction in the following words; "His son, too,
inlicrited the persecuting spirit, and made himself so conspicuous in
the martydom of the witches, that their blood may fairly be said to have
1
left a stain upon him."
This Judge Hathorne was prominent in the condemning of witches to
be hanged in Salem, According to tradition one of the witches, a
prototype of Maule in the "House of the Seven Gables"
,
cursed the Judge
and his descendants. Hawthorne speaks of this curse in the Introduction:
'
"At all events, I, the present writer, as their representative, hereby
take shame upon myself for their sakes, and pray that any curse incurred
by them - as I have heard, and as the dreary and unprosperous condition
of the race, for many a long year back, would argue to exist - may be
2
now and henceforth removed."
i
The Hathorne race then turned to the sea, Hawthorne says, "Planted
deep, in the town's earliest infancy and childhood, by these two earnest
I
and energetic men, the race has ever since subsisted here (Salem); never,
j
^ so far as I have known, disgraced by a single unworthy member; but seldom
or never, on the other hand, after the first two generations, performing
any memorable deed, or so much as putting forward a claim to public notice.
|
i
i
Gradually, they have sunk almost out of sight; as old houses, here and
there about the streets, get covered half-way to the eaves by the
accumulation of new soil. From father to son, for above a hundred years,
they followed the sea; a gray-headed shipmaster, in each generation,
j
retiring from the quarter-deck to the homestead, while a boy of fourteen
took the hereditary place before the mast, confronting the salt spray
1. Nathaniel Hawthorne, "Scarlet Letter", p.l6 '
2, Ibid. ,p. 17
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and the gale -which has blustered against his sire and grandsire. The boy,
' also in due time, passed from the forecastle to the cabin, spent a tempes-
tuous manhood, and returned to grow old, and die, and mingle his dust -with
1
the natal earth."
Hawthorne's own father, Nathaniel Hathorne, died from fever -wriiile
on a voyage. He -was buried in Surinam in 1808. Nathaniel, -was left
fatherless at the age of four.
From this long line of sturdy ancestors Hawthorne inherited a
Puritan endowment which included an obsession -with the influence of
conscience on character. The Puritan conscience adumbrated sin as a vital
essence to be combatted whenever possible, and curiously enough, Hawthorne
was fascinated like his ancestors by the aspect of sin, althou^ in a
different -way. While the Puritan tradition of these ancestors had fixed
deep in the essence of his being a sense of the awful sectarian conscience,
nevertheless, the theological shift from Calvinism to Unitarianism in the
2
early part of the nineteenth century has its effect upon him.
The change in theological thought shifted the center of authority
from out-ward tyranny to inward tyranny. As a result of this shift of
thought, the imagination -was no longer fro-wned upon, and a greidual
transition from the tyranny of conscience to the tyranny of the imagination
became evident. In this transition lies the very source of Hawthorne's
art. The dissolution of the commands of a sectarian conscience into the
forms of a subtle symbolism lifts his romance from provincial importance
3
to the sphere of universal art.
Turning to Ha-wthorne' s maternal inheritance we find circumstances
1. Nathaniel Hawthorne, "Scarlet Letter", pp. 17-18
2. Herbert Gorman, "A Study in Solitude", pp.6-15
3. Paul Elmer More, "Shelburne Essays" ,p. 178
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which explain the aesthetic side of his nature. His mother, Elizabeth
Clarke Manning, was a member of an old Salem family. Her brothers
controlled the stage-coach routes in New England. After the death of her
husband, she, with Nathaniel and his two sisters, Elizabeth and Louise,
moved to the old Manning home to live with her brothers, her mother, and
her sister. She withdrew to her bleak, northern room where she remained
almost constantly for many years seeking to assuage her sorrow by an
aesthetic contemplation of the love which had been hers. She seems to
have given this taste for a contemplative aesthetic satisfaction to her
son as his birthright,
A short time afber the Hawthorne family had moved into the Manning
home Hawthorne injured his foot with a baseball bat. This injury made
him an invalid for about two years. After he recovered from this injury
he suffered from a sickness which once again made him dependent on crutches
From about the age of eight until near thirteen, he was necessarily
deprived of natural boyish interests and spent his time reading books. He
delighted in Shakespeare, Milton, Pope, and Thomson; "The Castle of
Indolence" was a favorite during boyhood. The first book he bought with
his own money was Spenser’ s" Fairie Queene" . When he was six years old
his favorite reading was Bunyan* s "Pilgrim's Progress", We see him at an
early age unconsciously developing Dualities that later made him a writer
of Symbolism, His early preferences in literature which treated of a
subjective world,
Aboxrb this time his family moved to Raymond, Maine, through the
efforts of Richard Manning who had married and moved to Raymond, :^o »
manage a^-large traetoof land inherited from an older Manning. The
Manning family thought that the country might help Nathaniel to regain
his health, Richard Manning built a house near his home which the
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Hawthorne family oooupied until shortly after the time when Nathaniel
entered Bowdoin College. Here the boy regained his health and
strengthened his habit of solitude. This tendency to solitude which he
was developing had an important influence later on the contemplative
Quality of his writings. In his diary he wrote accounts of his freouent
solitary skating trips during which he often built a fire in an open cave
and contemplated the stars. In later life he said in a letter to
Horatio Bridge that during these years he learned his accursed habit of
1
solitude.
At seventeen he entered Bowdoin, but this experience had no marked
influence on his later life except the friendships vrtiioh ho formed with
Horatio Bridge and Franklin Pierce,
In 1825 he returned to his grandmother's home in Salem, By this
time his older sister, Elizabeth, had also become somewhat of a recluse,
spending most of her time reading and studying in her room, Hawthorne
easily adopted the habits of this strange family and spent the greater
part of the next twelve years in his room. Many days often passed during
which the family never met to take a meal together. '.Vhen he left his
room it was usually for a solitary stroll after dark. Occasionally he
broke his isolation for a trip on one of his uncle's stage coaches, or
a visit to Franklin Pierce in New Hampshire.
”During these solitary days his inborn inclinations for an
aesthetic satisfaction crept into his mind and colored his thoughts albeit
their manifestations were weaJc and almost choked by the Puritan heritage
2
that Time had vouchsafed him,"
Having refused to follow the professions or business as his
relatives had strongly urged, he endeavored to satisfy his aesthetic
1, Samuel Pickard, "Hawthorne's First Diary”, pp,4-8
2, Herbert Gorman, "A Study in Solitude" ,p,
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inclinations through eui imitation, by means of art, of a subjective
'i world, the only world which he had experienced.
I
Financially he was discouraged as he succeeded in selling but a
'i
' small part of his work. Some recognition had come to him through the
li
j
efforts of Horatio Bridge vdio guaranteed the publishers against loss if
i they would issue the "Twice-Told Tales". However, his literary future was
I
j
very uncertain and probably he would never have become the Hawthorne of
the "Scarlet Letter" had he not met and married Sophia Peabody. The
!
marriage which took place in 1842 was a classic love match and undoubtedly
I
j
his ideal love life increased his taste for aesthetic satisfactions.
^1 He moved to Concord and lived for three years in the Old Manse after
marriage. Here he spent much of his time writing. In one of his books,
j
"Mosses from an Old Manse", written at this time we find the following
I
I
I, passages which give further evidence of his artistic method developing
j
I
j|
into that of the Symbolist. The selections show the artistic philosophy
and method of three of the underlying principles of Symbolism,
I
r
aestheticism, relativity of time, and seeking an experience in the Infinite*
I
"Looking through a glass, we catch a gleam of celestial beauty and
1
truth embodied in an image near at hand."
I
I
"Nature would measure time by the succession of thoughts and acts
! 2
I
which constitute life, and not by hours of emptiness."
"It is one of those symbolic scenes which lead the mind to the
3
sentiment, though not to the conception of Omnipotence."
After this period in 1846 Hawthorne moved to Salem where he accepted
the post of Customs collector at Salem. The incubation of the theme for
1. Nathaniel Hawthorne, "Mosses from the Old Manse", p.
9
i 2, Ibid. ,p. 11
1 3. Ibid., p. 212
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the "Scarlet Letter” vfhioh he wrote three years later began at this period*
There is not much more of importance in the circumstances of
j
Hawthorne's life which affects the writing of the three New England
I
romances. After writing the "Scarlet Letter" in 1849 he mored to Lenox
1
! v.-here he wrote the "House of Seven Gables”. Moving from Lenox around
1850 he wont to ’lYest Newton •vdiere he wrote the "Blithedale Romance”, a
story of his experience at Brook Farm shortly before his marriage.
Because this thesis purports to examine only the symbolism of the
New England romances let us leave the consideration of Hawthorne’s life
I at this point and proceed to study the Symbolism of the "Scarlet Letter”.
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A Griticjal Evaluation of Hawthorne’s
Philosophical and Artistic Perspective Found in the "Scarlet Letter"
A study of Hawthorne’s inheritance, paternal and maternal, shows us
an individual inheriting a temperajnent molded by a coinnon stock of
communal beliefs, memories, and an authority of outward Puritanic
tyranny, and tempered by the aesthetic strain from his mother. Hawthorne’ si
life problem was to find a point of harmony between these two opposing
characteristics. This problem he attempted to solve through the medium
of his art by effecting a transition from conscience to the imagination.
He chose the artistic method of Symbolism sensing that such a contemplative
problem could not be expressed in the ordinary language of literature;
"That the purely spiritual eludes material representation: that the
problem of a soul cannot be portrayed in its material essence; that a
virtue such aa justice or chastity can neither be painted, nor sculotured,
1
nor carved in wood, nor chiselled even in the finest gold."
He realized, perhaps unconsciously, "that it is not possible that
our wit or intendment might ascend unto the contemplative of the heavenly
hierarchies immaterial, if our wit be not led by some material thing, as
a man is led by the hand; so by these forms visible, our wit may be led to
the consideration of the greatness of magnitude, of the most excellent
2
beauteous clarity, divine and invisible."
Thus, in the "Scarlet Letter" through the means of the images of
Symbolism, Hawthorne attempted to penetrate the moral, emotional, and
intellectual significance of the results of sin as experienced by Hester
Prynne, Mr. Dimmesdale, and Roger Chillingworth.
According to Puritan tradition and the dictates of the Puritan
conscience the only way to evaluate Hester’s sin was by the yard stick of
1. Catholic World, May 1911, p.l46
2. Ibid., p.l49
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oondemnation, but Hawthorn© disregarded this convention and experimented
in the field of thought. His final judgment of the sin shows that he
traveled a long way from the moral code of the Puritan,
A careful examination of the situations and implications interpreted
by the image, or major Symbolism, of the "Scarlet Letter" shows - "That
the letter is never destroyed, but is repeated in other forms eind persons,
and, curiously enough, it is given a sort of life of its own which grows
1
like an evil and bewitched thing", until it finally resolves itself into
a Symbol of clemency and questioning as to the ultimate guilt of the
sinners. The "Scarlet Letter" is an image which has its origin in the
soul and proceeds outwardly to become an external enigma, ViTith Hester it
is accomplished by a public enactment, with the minister, it is brought
2
about by a secret physiological change within his spirit. Throughout the
narrative Hawthorne uses the letter in the spirit of an algebraic formula
seeking the universal truth in relation to both the expediency of confession
and the assumption of guilt publicly as a retribution for sin and the true
oondemnation incurred by the sinner.
However, before discussing the major Symbolism of the letter in
detail, the minor Symbolism of the rose and its significance should be
noted. At the very beginning of the narrative the rose is made to
characterize the moral of the tale;
"This rose bush, by a strange chance, has been kept alive in history;
but Jrtiether it had merely survived out of the stem old wilderness, so long
after the fall of the gigantic pines and oaks that originally overshadowed
it, or whether, as there is fair authority for believing, it had sprung up
under the footsteps of the sainted Ann Hutchinson as she entered the prison
door, we shall not take upon us to determine. Finding it so directly on the
threshold of our narrative, vriiich is now about to issue from that
inauspicious portal, we could hardly do otherwise than pluck one of its
flowers and present it to the reader. It may serve, let us hope, to
1. George Tfoodberry, "Nathaniel Hawthorne", p.l43
2, Ibid,, p.143-144
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symbolize some sweet moral blossom that may bo found along the track, or
relieve the darkening close of a tale of human fraility and sorrow,"!
Later in the tale, the image of the rose appears again, when Mr,
Wilson questions Pearl as to her origin;
"After putting her finger in her mouth, with many imgracious
refusals to answer good Mr, Wilson’s question, the child announced that she
had not been made at all, but had been plucked by her mother off the bush
of wild roses that grew by the prison-door , "2
The repetition of this Symbol subtly infers what Hawthorne later
asserts that "There is a ouality of awful saoredness in the relation
between this mother and child,"
The Scarlet Letter is embodied in three persons. At the very
beginning the Letter is made to characterize Hester;
"On the breast of her gown, in fine red cloth, surrounded with an
elaborate embroidery and fantastic flourishes of gold thread, appeared the
letter A, It was so artistically done, and with so much fertility and
gorgeous decoration to the apparel which she wore, and which was of a
splendour in accordsmce with the taste of the age, but greatly beyond what
was allowed by the sumptuary regulations of the colony.
3
"But the point which drew all eyes, and, as it were, transfigured
the wearer - so that both men and women 'vrtio had been familiarly
acquainted with Hester Prynne were now impressed as if they beheld her for
the first time - was that Scarlet Letter, so fantastically embroidered and
illuminated upon her bosom. It had the effect of a spell, taking her out
of the ordinary relations with humanity, and inclosing her in a sphere by
herself ,"4
At this early point in the story while Hester is still standing on
the pillory, Hawthorne introduces a major problem into the narrative with
which he is concerned in all his romances, the point of harmony between
the intellect and emotion;
"The voice which had called her attention was that of the reverend
and famous John Wilson, the eldest clergyman cf Boston, a great scholar,
like most of his contemporaries in the profession, and withal a man of kind
and genial spirit. This last attribute, however, had been less carefully
developed than his intellectual gifts, and was, in truth, rather a matter of
1, Nathaniel Hawthorne’
s
2. Ibid., p.l56
3, Ibid., p.159
4. Ibid., pp. 76-77
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sham© than self-congratulation with him. There he stood, with a border of
grizzled locks beneath his skull-cap, while his gray eyes, accustomed to
the shaded light of his study, vrere winking, like those of Hester’s infant,
in the unadulterated sunshine. He looked like the darkly engraved portraits
|i •wMch we see prefixed to old volumes of sermons, and had no more right
than one of those portraits would have had to step forth, as he now did, and
meddle with a ouestion of human guilt, passion, and anguish."!
V/hen Hester leaves the prison the evil force of the letter begins
to develop its power for retribxition over her:
f
'
"She could no longer borrow from the future to help her through
present grief. Tomorrow would bring its own trial with it: so would the
next day, and so would the next; each its own trial, and yet the very same
that was now so unutterably grievous to be borne. The days of the far-off
future would toil onward, still with the same burden for her to take up and
bear along with her, but never to be flung down; would pile up their misery
upon the heap of shame. Throughout them all giving up her individuality,
she would become the general symbol at vdiich the preacher and moralist
might point, and in which they might vivify and embody their images of
woman' s fraility and sinful passion. Thus the young and pure would be
taught to look at her, with the Scarlet Letter flaming on her breast - at
her, the child of honourable parents - at her, the mother of a babe that
would hereafter be a woman - at her, who had once been innocent - as the
figure, the body, the reality of sin. And over her grave, the infamy that
she must carry thither would be her only monument. "2
Needlework and works of charity became Hester's chief field of
human effort. She lived alone, isolated by her scarlet badge, but not
wholly alone:
"She stood apart from moral interests, yet close beside them, like
a ghost that revisits the familiar fireside, and can no longer make itself
seen or felt; no more smile with the household joy, nor mourn with the
kindred sorrow; or, should it succeed in manifesting its forbidden
sympathy, awakening only terror and horrible repugnance. These emotions,
in fact, and its bitterest scorn besides, seemed to be the sole portion
that she retained in the universal heart. It was not an age of delicacy;
and her position, although she understood it well, and was in no danger of
forgetting it, was often brought before her vivid self-perception, like a
new anguish, by the rudest touch upon the tenderest spot. The poor, as w©
have already said, whom she sought out to be the objects of her bounty,
often reviled the hand that was stretched forth to succour them. Dames
of elevated rank, likewise, whose doors she entered in the way of her
occupation, were accustomed to distill drops of bitterness into her heart;
sometimes through that alchemy of quiet malice, by Krtiich women concoct a
subtle poison from ordinary trifles and sometimes, also, by a coarser
expression, that fell upon the sufferer's defenceless breast like a rough
1, Nathaniel Hawthorne's "Scarlet Letter", p, 93
2. Ibid. ,p. Ill
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blow upon an ulcerated wound, Hester had schooled herself long and well;
she never responded to these attacks, save by a flush of crimson that rose
irrepressibly over her pale cheek, and again subsided into the depths of
her bosom. She vras patient - a martyr, indeed - but in spite of her forgiv-
ing aspirations, the words of the blessing should stubbornly twist themselves
into a curse.
Continually, and in a thousand ways, did she feel the innumerable
throbs of anguish that had been so cunningly contrived for her by the
undying, the ever-aotive sentence of the Puritan tribunal. Clergymen
paused in the street to address words of exhortation, that brought a crowd,
with its mingled grin and frown, around the poor, sinful woman. If she
entered a church, trusting to share the Sabbath smile of the Universal
Father, it was often her mishap to find herself the text of the discourse.
She grew to have a dread of children; for they had imbife?d^from their
parents a vague idea of something horrible in this dreary woman, gliding
silently through the town, with never any companion but only a child.
Therefore, first allowing her to pass, they pursued her at a distance vfith
shrill cries, and the utterance of a word that had no distinct purport to
their own minds, but was none the less terrible to her, as proceeding from
lips that babbled it xmconsciously. It seemed to argue so wide a diffusion
of her shame, that all nature knew of it; it could have caused her no deeper
pang had the leaves of the trees whispered the dark story among themselves,
* 4: * *
Her imagination was somewhat affected, and, had she been of a softer
moral and intellectual fibre, would have been still more so, by the strange
and solitary anguish of her life, Yfalking to and fro, with those lonely
footsteps, in the little world with which she was outwardly connected, it
now and then appeared to Hester - if altogether fancy, it was nevertheless
too potent to be resisted - she felt or fancied, that the Scarlet Letter
had endowed her with a new sense. She shuddered to believe, yet could not
help believing, that it gave her a sympathetic knowledge of the hidden sin
in other hearts. She was terror-stricken by the revelations that were thus
made, ’That were they? Could they be other than the insidious whispers of
the bad angel, who would fain have persuaded the struggling woman, as yet
only half his victim, that the outward guise of purity was but a lie, and
that, if truth were everywhere to be shown, a scarlet letter would blaze
forth on many a bosom besides Hester Prynne's? Or, must she receive those
intimations - so obscure, yet so distinct - as truth? In all her miserable
experience, there was nothing else so awful and so loathsome as this sense.
It perplexed, as well as shocked her, by the irreverent inopportuneness of
the occasions that brought it into vivid action, Soraetimes the red infamy
upon her breast would give a sympathetic throb, as she passed near a
venerable minister or magistrate, the modal of piety and justice, to Avhom
that age of antioue reverence looked up as to a mortal man in fellowship
with angels, ’Vftiat evil thing is at hand?' Hester would say to herself.
Lifting her reluctant eyes, there vrould be nothing human within the scope
of view, save the form of this earthly saint! Again a mystic sisterhood
would contumaciously assert itself, as she met the sanctified frovm of some
matron, who, according to the rumour of all tongues, had kept cold snow
within her bosom throughout life. That imsunned snow in the matron’s bosom,
and the burning shame on Hester Prynne's - what had the two in common? Or
once more, the electric thrill would give her warning - 'Behold Hester, here
is a companion! ' and, looking up, she vrould detect the eyes of a young
maiden glancing at the scarlet letter, shyly and aside, and quickly averted, '
with a faint, chill crimson in her cheeks as if her purity were somewhat
sullied by that momentary glance, 0 Fiend, whose talisman was that fatal
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Symbol, wouldst thou leave nothing, whether in youth or age, for this poor
j
sinner to revere? - such loss of faith is ever one of the saddest results of'
sin. Be it accepted as a proof that all was not corrupt in this poor victim
of her own frailty, and man’s hard law, that Hester Prvnne yet struggled to
believe that no fellow-mortal was guilty like herself, ^''1
The second phase of the letter is in its rebirth In Pearl. The use
of the letuer in relation to the child is not convincing. He attributes
qualities to Pearl that are not consistent with the guilelessness of
childhood:
"The child could not be made amenable to rules. In giving her
existence, a great law had been broken; and the result was a being whose
elements were perhaps beautiful and brilliant, but all in disorder, or with
an order peculiar to themselves, amidst which the point of variety and
arrangement was difficult or impossible to discover, Hester could only
account for the child’s character - and even then most vaguely and
imperfectly - by recalling what she herself had been, during the momentous
period while Pearl ^Aras imbibing her soul from the spiritual world, and her
bodily frame from its material of earth. The mother’s impassioned state
had been the medium through which were transmitted to the unborn infant the
rays of its moral life; and, however white sind clear originally, they had
taken the deep stains of crimson and gold, the fiery lustre, the black
j
shadow, and the untempered light of the intervening substance. Above all,
the warfare of Hester’s spirit at that epoch was perpetuated in Pearl. She
could recognize her wild, desperate, defiant mood, the flightiness of her
temper, and even some of the very cloud-shapes of gloom and despondency
that had brooded in her heairt. They were now illuminated by the morning
radiance of a young child’s disposition, but later in the day of earthly
existence, might be prolific of the storm and TAriiirlwind."2
"The singularity lay in the hostile feeling with which the child
regarded all these offsprings of her ovm heart and mind. She never created
a friend, but seemed always to be sowing broadcast the dragon’s teeth, whenc<i
sprang a harvest of armed enemies against whom she rushed to battle , It was
inexpressibly sad - then - what depth of sorrow to a mother, who felt in her
own heart the cause? - to observe in one so young, this constant recognition
of an adverse world, and so fierce a training of the energies that vrere to
make good her cause in the contest that must ensue, "3
****
"But that first object of which Pearl seemed to become avreire was -
shall we say it? - the scarlet letter on Hester’s bosom! One day, as her
mother stooped over the cradle, the infant’s eyes had been caught by the
glimmering of the gold embroidery about the letter; and putting up her
l.Nathaniel Hawthorne’s "Scarlet Letter", pp. 119-123
2.1bid., pp.127-128
3. Ibid. ,p. 134
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little hand, she grasped at it, smiling, not doubtfully, but with a
decided gleam, that gave her face the look of a much elder child. Then,
gasping for breath, did Hester Prynne clutch the fatal token, "1
"Vfeeks, it is true, would sometimes elapse during which Pearl’s gaze
might never once be fixed upon the scarlet letter; but then, again, it
would come at it unawares, like the stroke of sudden death, and always with
that peculiar smile and odd expression of the eyes, "2
Later in the story the scene at the brook-side brings Pearl into
further contact with the letter. The letter has grown here to an evil
thing which has become part of the lives of both Pearl and Hester, Hester
bows to the tyranny of the letter and accepts it. It has identified itself
with her life, shadows the life about her, and has begun a new life in the
person of the child;
"But Pearl, not a whit startled at her mother’s threats any more
mollified by her entreaties, now suddenly burst into a fit of passion,
gesticulating violently, and throwing her small figure into the most
extravagant contortions. She accompanied this wild outbreak with piercing
shrieks, which the woods reverberated on all sides; so that, alone as she
was in her childish and unreasonable wrath, it seemed as if a hidden
multitude were lending her their sympathy and encouragement. Seen in the
brook, once more, was the shadowy wrath of Pearl’s image, crowned and
girdled with flowers, but stamping its foot, wildly gesticulating, and, in
the midst of all, still pointing its small forefinger at Hester’s bosoml
’I see Tirtiat ails the child’, whispered Hester to the clergyman, and
turning pale in spite of a strong effort to conceal her trouble and
annoyance, ’Children will not abide any, the slightest aspect of things
that are daily before their eyes. Pearl misses something which she has
always seen me wear!
'
’I pray you,’ answered the minister, ’if thou hast any means of
pacifying the child, do it forthwith! Save it were the cankered wrath of
an old witch, like Mistress Hibbins’
,
added he, attempting to smile, ’I
know nothing that I vrould not sooner encounter than this passion in a
child. In faarl’s young beauty, as in the wrinkled witch, it has a
preternatural effect. Pacify her, if thou lovest me!’
Hester turned again towards Pearl, with a crimson blush upon her
cheek, a conscious glance aside at the clergyman, and then a heavy sigh,
while, even before she had time to speak, the blush yielded to a deadly
pallor.
1, Nathaniel Hawthorne’s "Scarlet Letter" ,p, 135
2, Ibid, ,p, 136
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’Pearl,’ said she sadly, ’look dovm at thy feet! There! - before the^
- on the hither side of the brook!
’
The child turned her eyes to the point indicated, and there lay the
scarlet letter, so close upon the margin of the stream that the gold
embroidery was reflected in it,
’Bring it hither! ’ said Hester.
’Come thou and take it up!’ answered Pearl,
’Was ever such a child! ’ observed Hester aside to the minister. ’Oh, I
I have much to tell thee about her! But, in very truth, she is right as '
regards this hateful token. I must bear its torture a little longer - only
a few days longer - until we shall have left this region, and look back
hither as to a land Trtiich we have dreamed of. The forest cannot hide it!
|
The mid-ocean shall take it from my hand, and swallow it up for ever! '
Vfith these words she advanced to the margin of the brook, took up
the scarlet letter, and fastened it again into her bosom. Hopefully, but
j
a moment ago, as Hester had spoken of drowning it in the deep sea, there
was a sense of inevitable doom upon her as she thus received back this
deadly symbol from the hand of fate. She had flung it into infinite space!
she had drawn an hour's free breath! and here again was this scarlet
misery glittering on the old spot! So it ever is, whether thus typified
or no, that an evil deed invests itself with the character of doom, Hester
next gathered up the heavy tresses of her hair and confined them beneath
her cap. As if there was a withering spell in the sad letter, her beauty,
the warmth and richness of her womanhood, departed like fading sunshine,
and a gray shadow seemed to fall across her."l
The history of the letter in the breast of the minister is ” a tale
of a secret sin striking out, obscuring the face of life and transforming
2
it to his eyes, and finally becoming physically manifest in his own body,"
I
The difficulty of telling of the secret within the minister’s breast
I
! which has not been openly spoken of is overcome by the intimating at the
presence of an unseen letter and the prying of Roger Chillingworth into
^ the secrets of Diramesdale’s heart:
"Nay," rejoined the young minister, putting his hand to his heart,
with a flush of pain flitting over his brow, " -were I worthier to walk
3
there, I could be better content to toil here."
"flherever there is a heart and an intellect, the diseases of the
physical frame are tinged with the peculiarities of these, "4
"They discussed every topic of ethics and they talked much, on both
sides, of matters that seemed personal to themselves; and yet no secret,
1. Nathaniel Hawthorne’s, "Scarlet Letter", pp, 293-295
2, George Woodberry, "Nathaniel Hawthorne", p.l57
3, Nathaniel Hawthorne, "Scarlet Letter", p.l71
4. Ibid., p^l73 ^
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such as the physician fancied must exist there, ever stole out of the
minister’s consciousness into his companion’s ear. The latter had his
suspicions, indeed, that even the nature of Mr. Dimmesdale’s bodily disease
had never fairly been revealed to him.”l
”This man,” said he, at one such moment, to himself, "Pure as they
deem him - all spiritual as he seems - hath inherited a strong animal
nature from his father or his mother. Let us dig a little farther in the
direction of this vein! ”2
”The physician advanced directly in front of his patient, laid his I
hand upon his bosom, and thrust aside the vestment that hitherto had always 1
covered it even from his professional eye.
j
Then, indeed, Mr. Dimmesdale shuddered, and slightly stirred,
j
After a brief pause, the physician turned away.
But with Ydiat a wild look of wonder, joy, and horror! YiTith what a
ghastly rapture, as it were, too mighty to be expressed only by the eye and
features, and therefore bursting forth through the whole ugliness of his
figure, and making itself even riotously manifest by the extravagant gesture
with which he threw up his arms towards the ceiling, and stamped his foot
upon the floor! Had a man seen old Roger Chillingworth, at that momerrt of
his ecstasy, he would have had no need to ask how Satan comports himself,
when a precious human soul is lost to heaven, and won into his kingdom.”3
"But did your reverence hear of the portent that was seen last night?
- a great red letter in the sky - the letter A which we interpret to stand
for Angel. ”4
At last the revelation of the minister’s guilt was accomplished
through the image of the letter:
"It was on him!" he continued, with a kind of fierceness; so determin-
ed was he to speak out the whole. "God’s eye beheld it! The devil knew it
well, and fretted it continually with the touch of his burning finger! But
he hid it cunningly from men, and walked among you with the mein of a spirit,
mournful, because so pure in a sinful world^ and sad, because he missed his
heavenly kindred! Now, at the death-hour, he stands up before you! He bids
you look again at Hester’s scarlet letter! He tells you that, with all its
mysterious horror, it is the shadow of what he bears on his own breast, and
that even this, his own red stigma, is no more than the type of what has
seared his inmost heart! Stand any here that question God’s judgment on a
ii sinner? Behold! Behold a dreadful witness of it!"
With a convulsive motion, ho tore away the ministerial band from
before his breast. It vras revealed! 5
1. Nathaniel Hawthorne, "Scarlet Letter", p.l75
2. Ibid., p.lSl
3. Ibid., p.l93
4. Ibid. 4 p. 221
5. Ibid.* p.357
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It has been observed that Hawthorne has ooramunicated to the
the secret spiritual and emotional life of Hester and the minister
use of the physical image of the letter, and by the 'ivriting on the
P an’ s face and figure. The last is made more plain in the midnight
when the meteor illvoaines the sky:
reader
by the
physici-
scene
”The minister appeared to see him (Roger Chillingworth) with the
same glance that discerned the miraculous letter. To his features, as to
all other objects, the meteoric light imparted a new expression; or it
might well be that the physician was not careful then, as at other times, to
hide the malevolence with which ho looked upon his victim. Certainly, if
the meteor kindled up the sky, and disclosed the earth, with an awfulness
that admonished Hester Prynne and the clergyman of the day of judgment, then
might Roger Chillingworth have passed with them for the arch-fiend, standing
there with a smile and scowl, to claim his own. So vivid was the expression
or so intense the minister’s perception of it, that it seemed still to
remain painted on the darkness after the meteor had vanished, with an effect
as if the street and all things else were at once annihilated,"!
Up to this point the evidence gathered has proven that the physical
image of the letter has gathered to itself a spirit of evil. For Hester, it
acted as a living, scorching punishment for sin; for the minister it was
such a burning brand of torture that its illumination obscured any source
or means of forgiveness or reparation. The scarlet image led the minister
to a physical death.
However, Hawthorne, gathered further evidence of the history of the
letter, intimating that the value of a sin may be modified through
circumstance, and a publicly condemned sinner may through an adjustment of
the intellect and the emotions arrive at a point of harmony where the
sin fades into oblivion and a new purpose in life is conceived.
The minister failed to make any intellectual adjustment to his
emotional problem and died an ignominious death. Roger Chillingworth eaten
by the emotion of hate, spent all his intellectual energy to accomplish
his revenge, and therefore, was consumed morally and physically by his
1, Nathaniel Hawthorne, "Scarlet Letter", pp,218-219
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emotion beoauoe he was unable to temper his emotion with his intellect
However, the history of the letter in relation to Hester continues
beyond the physical destruction of Dimmesdale and Chillingworth until it
I
connotes not an entirely evil and hopeless aspect as the result of the sin,
j
but rather suggests that even the hues of this burning token may be
softened by an intelligent seeking of the Universal Truth regarding its
import. That Hester did not accept the scarlet brand entirely as a
!
means of purging her soul is made plain in several scenes;
I
"There dwelt, there trode the feet of one with whom she deemed
]
herself connected in a union that, unrecognized on earth, vrould bring them
together before the bar of final judgment, and make that their marriage-
! altar, for a joint futurity of endless retribution. Over and over again,
the tempter of souls had thrust this idea upon Hester’ s contemplation, and
I laughed at the passionate and desperate joy with which she seized, and then
strove to cast it from her."l
"To Hester Prynne it might have been a mode of expressing, and
therefore soothing, the passion of her life. Like all other joys, she
rejected it as sin. This morbid meddling of conscience with an immaterial
matter betokened, it is to be feared, no genuine and steadfast penitence,
but something doubtful, something that might be deeply wrong beneath, "2
=!«******
"She never battled with the public, but submitted uncomplainingly to
its worst usage; she made no claim upon it in requital for what she
suffered; she did not weigh upon its sympathies. Then, also, the blameless
purity of her life during all these years in which she ’had been set apart
to infamy was reckoned largely in her favour. With nothing now to lose, in
the sight of mankind, and with no hope, and seemingly no wish, of gaining
anything, it could only be a genuine regard for virtue that had brought
back the poor wanderer to its paths, "3
"The letter was the symbol of her calling. Such helpfulness was
found in her - so much power to do, and power to sympathize - that many
people refused to interpret the Scarlet A by its original signification.
They said it meant Able, so strong was Hester Prynne, with a woman’s streng}
th."4
1. Hawthorne’s "Scarlet Letter", p,113
2. Ibid. ,p. 118
3. Ibid., p.224
4. Ibid. ,p, 226
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"She assumed a freedom of speculation, then common enough on the other side
of the Atlantic, but which our forefathers, had they knovm it, would have
stigmatized her by this deadlier crime than that one stigmatized by the
scarlet letter. In her lonesome cottage, by the seashore, thoughts visited
her such as dared to enter no other dwelling in New England, shadovry guests
that would have been seen so much as knocking at her door."!
*****jje:)t
"V^ilt thou purge it out of thee, and be once more human? If not for
his sake, then doubly for thine own] Forgive, and leave his further
retribution to the Power that claims itl I said, but now, that there
could be no good event for him, of thee, or me, who are here wandering
together in this gloomy maze of evil, and stumbling at every step over the
guilt Triierewith we have streum our path. It is not so! There might be
good for thee, and thee alone, since thou hast been deeply wronged, and
hast it at thy will to pardon. Wilt thou give up that only privilege?
Vfilt thou reject that priceless benefit?"2
"Hester had often fancied that Providence had a design of justice
and retribution, in endowing the child with this marked propensity; but
never, until now, had she bethought herself to ask, whether, linked with
that design, there might not likev/ise be a purpose of mercy and beneficence
If little Pearl v/ere entertained with faith and trust, as a spirit messen-
ger no less than an earthly child, might it not be her errand to sooth
away the sorrow that lay cold in her mother’s heart and converted it into
a tomb? - and to help her to overcome the passion, once so wild, and even
yet neither dead nor asleep, but only imprisoned within the same tomb-like
heart? "3
"Once in my life I met the Black Man!" said her mother. "This
scarlet letter is his mark! "4
"Never, never!" whispered she. '"^Yhat we did had a consecration of
its own. We felt it so! We said so to each other. Hast thou forgotten it?'
"All at once, as with a sudden smile of heaven, forth burst the
sunshine, pouring a very flood into the obscure forest, gladdening each
green leaf, transmuting the yellow fallen ones to gold, and gleaming
down the gray trunks of the solemn trees. The objects that had made a
shadow hitherto, embodied the brightness now. The course of the little
brook might be traced by its merry gleam afar into the wood’s heart of
mystery, which had become a mystery of joy. "6
1
2
3
Hawthorne’s "Scarlet Letter" p.234
Ibid., p.243
Ibid., p.252
4. Ibid., p.268
5. Ibid., p.273
6. Ibid., p.284
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"Such was the sympathy of Nature - that wild, heathen Nature of the
forest, never subjugated by human law, nor illumined b’^ higher truth -
with the bliss of these two spirits! Love, whether newly born or aroused
from a death-like slumber, must always create a sunshine, filling the
heart so full of radiance, that it overflows upon the outward world. Had
the forest still kept its gloom, it would have been bright in Hester’s
eyes, and bright in Arthur Dimmesdale’ si 1
"There was sense within her - too ill-defined to be made a thought,
but weighing heavily on her mind - that her whole orb of life, both before
and after, was connected with this spot, as with the one point that gave it
xmity."2
*****
"Yet he trembled, and turned to Hester with an expression of doubt
and anxiety in his eyes, not the less evidently betrayed, that there was
a feeble smile upon his lips.
’Is not this better,’ murmured he, ’than what we dreamed of in the
forest? ’"3
****
"’I know not! I know not!’ she hurriedly replied." 4
"Shall we not meet again?" whispered she, bending her face down cloS'!
to his, "Shall we not spend our immortal life together? Surely, surely, we
have ransomed one another, with all this woe! Thou lookest far into
eternity, with those bright, dying eyes! Then tell me what thou seest!"
"Hush, Hester - hush!" said he, with tremulous solemnity. "The law
we broke! - the sin here so awfully revealed! - let these alone be in thy
thoughts! I fear! I fear! It may be, that, when we forgot our God -
vrtien we violated our reverence each for the other’s soul - it was thence-
forth vain to hope that we could meet hereafter, in an everlasting and
pure reunion."
5
"After exhausting life in his efforts for mankind’s spiritual good,
he had made the manner of his death a parable, in order to impress on his
admirers the mighty and mournful lesson, that, in the view of Infinite
Purity, we are sinners all alike. It was to teach them, that the holiest
among us had attained only so far above his fellows as to discern more
clearly the Mercy which looks down, and repudiate more utterly the phantom
of human merit, which would look aspiringly upward."
6
1. Hawthorne’s "Scarlet Letter", p.284
2. Ibid., p.341
3. Ibid., p.354
4. Ibid., pp. 357-358
5. Ibid., p,360
6. Ibid., p.3Gf
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"But in the lapse of the toilsome, thoughtful, and self-devoted
years that made up Hester’s life, the scarlet letter oeased to be a stigma
which attracted the world’s scorn and bitterness, and became a type of
something to be sorrowed over, and looked upon with awe, yet with
reverence too. •••••• Hester comforted and counselled them, as best
she might* She assured them, too, of her firm belief that, at some
brighter period, when the world should have grown ripe for it, in Heaven’s
own time, a new truth would be revealed in order to establish the vdiole
relation between man and woman on a surer ground of mutual happiness, • • «
and showing how sacred love should make us happy, by the truest test of a
life successful to such an end,"l
smaiARY
Hester lived on in the "Scarlet Letter" not as sin example of a sin -
ridden derelict, but rather as one irtio lived above the catechetical
enforcement of the Sixth Commandment, one who admitted her guilt and in
spite of the admission gradually but painfully reestablished herself in
the Puritan Society.
After tracing in detail the implications of the major symbols in
the "Scarlet Letter" which Hawthorne presented to interpret the moral,
emotional, and intellectual significance of the results of sin, we might
formulate the following conclusions in relation to Hawthorne’
s
evaluations:
1* Sin may be classed into two types - sins of passion and sins of
pride
•
2* Sins of pride call for a greater condemnation.
3. Hester and Dimmesdale were guilty of the sin of passion.
4. The guilt of the sin was greater for Dimmesdale because of
concealment,
5, Sin may be forgiven by God; softened by penitence; still its
permanent effect is the warping of personality,
6, Chillingworth' s sin was greater than Hester’s because his was
the sin of trying to penetrate man’s conscience by cold
analysis rather than by affectionate intuition.
1. Hawthorne’s "Scarlet Letter", p,368
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There is a point of adjustment between intellect and emotion
and only Hester succeeded in making this adjustment.
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A Critical Evaluation of Hawthorne’s
Philosophical and Artistic Perspective found in the
” House of Seven Gahles”
The romance of the ’’House of Seven Gables” is a story which
attempts to interpret the results of the sin of Pride in Family, and the
out of the retribution for a crime which has been committed before the
opening of the story. "Hawthorne tries to show that the wrong-doing of
one generation lives into the successive ones, and, divesting itself of
1
every temporary advantage becomes a pure and uncontrollable mischief,"
In working out the problem he uses the characters of the story as
symbolic of some phase or angle of the thesis, as well as, more
ob 3ective symbols.
I
By means of his main characters he has tried to symbolize the
2
"forces of life which impede and those which abet" personal development.
The Pynoheons were dominated by pride of family. The pride of each
'
character Hawthorne humbled before allowing it a new destiny.
I
Although he had subscribed to the conviction of Old Maule for
witchcraft thus making his questionable and unjust claim to Maule’ s plot !
of ground easier of fulfillment, nevertheless. Old Maule in the relative
consideration of results was the victor, IThen the Colonel died from '
"Drinking of Blood", he satisfied Maule’ s curse,
i
Thus Colonel Pyncheon commits the first crime in the tale, to gain
the temporary advantage of accroaching the property of Old Maule in order
I
to build a durable house on a desired spot. This house was to hold a
proud family of Pyncheons for countless generations. But what did it [I
hold? Only Pynoheons, who inherited the accursed family pride, Pynoheons
ii
who inherited the same greed for accumulation of material wealth at the
expense of some fellow creature, lived within its oaken walls. Each
i
I
1. Hawthorne’s, "House of Seven Gables", Preface, p,4
''
2, Newton Arvin, "Hawthorne", p,202
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Pyncheon, gaining some temporary advantage, was the vanauished one before
his life ended, eaoh Pyncheon contributing another atom of the destructive
life force of pride and greed impeded the growth of what he desired to
advance.
The present evil forces of the Pyncheons are embodied entirely in
the person of Judge Pyncheon. The Judge is a reduplication in
characteristics, motives, and actions of the old Colonel. He has ruined
the life of Clifford by covering the true cause of the death of their
uncle. Greedy for the heritage of the uncle he leads the authorities to
believe that the man’s death was not from the common Pyncheon hemorrhage
but from the murder committed by Clifford, the destined heir of the uncle.
Thus, Clifford spends his manhood incarcerated and is released only when
he has grown to be an old, imbecilic man. Nevertheless, the Judge is
again thwarted in his ultimate victory •wdien he dies from the frequent
Pyncheon hemorrhage before he accomplishes Clifford’ s final degradation,
that of committing him to a Ixmatic asylum. Y/ith the death of the Judge
the Pyncheon drama reaches its denouement. The Judge’s son has died
meanwhile and neither receives the fortune of his father nor lives to
perpetuate the crumbling Pyncheon line.
The Judge’s death leaves Clifford peace and security. And it is th€
character of Clifford which Hawthorne uses as a symbol for a life force
which may both abet and impede personal and group development. During
all the vicissitudes of his personal fortune he represents the truly
sensuous seeker for beauty. His was a nature which could contract no
debts, his was an individuality which could be pricked more acutely
through his sense of the beautiful and harmonious than through his heart.
" It is even possible - for similar cases have often happened -
the means of cultivating his taste to its utmost perfectability, that
subtle attribute might, before this period, have completely eaten out or
filed away his affections. Shall we venture to pronounce, therefore.
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that his long and black calamity may not have a redeeming drop of mercy
1
at the bottom?"
And poor moth-eaten Hepzibah, the last lady Pynoheon! What attitude
of nature did Ha-prthorne intend that she should symbolize? In her gaunt
awkwardness is the ludicrous mixture of the mean and trivial entangled
with vjhatever is noblest in joy and sorrow. "Life is made up of marble
2
and mud"
.
After sixty years of idleness she finds great shame and humiliation
when circumstances force her to open a penny shop. "You are a man, a
young man, and brought up, I suppose, as almost everybody is nowadays
with a view to seeking your fortune. But I was born a lady, and have
3
always lived one; no matter in v^at narrowness of means, always a lady!"
Nevertheless, she shows the capacity for an \mselfish affection
for her cousin Phoebe, and the ability for heroic self-renunciation in
the interest of Clifford.
To Phoebe, Hawthorne assigned the role of the reality of nature.
And it was only by the union of the real (Phoebe, who understood by
affectionate intuition) with the unreal (Holgrave, who understood by a
scientific analysis of emotion), that the necessity for further
retribution was avoided. Phoebe's relations with Holgrave symbolized ^
the steadying effect of the real on the vacillating tendencies of the
j
unreal in nature.
As an astronomer takes into consideration the astronomical theorem
of the solar parallax to find the truer position of the heavenly bodies,
let us examine further the symbols of the story to determine better
Hawthorne's philosophic perspective in relation to the retribution of
1. Hawthorne, "House of Seven Gables", p,138
2. Ibid. ,p. 54
3. Ibid. ,p. 58
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sin imposed on succeeding generations
His major objecti-ve symbol is the curse of Old Maule . "God," said
the dying man, pointing his finger, "with a ghastly look, at the undismayed
1
countenance of his enemy • . . • God -will give him blood to drink!
"
"There is a tradition only worth alluding to as lending a tinge of
superstitious awe to a scene perhaps gloomy enough without it, that a
voice spoke loudly among the guests, the tones of which were like those
of old Matthew Maule, the executed wizard - ’God hath given him blood to
drink! "2
"Thus it happened, that when Phoebe heard a certain noise in Judge
Pynoheon’ s throat - rather habitual with him, not altogether voluntary, yet
indicative of nothing, unless it were a slight bronchial complaint, or, as
some people hinted, an apoplectic symptom - when the girl heard this oueer
and awkward ingurgitation (which the writer never did hear, and therefore
cannot describe), she very foolishly, started, and clasped her hands. "3
Again Maule’ s spirit hovers over the Pyncheon family in the symbols
of his "Old lYell":
"There was one other object in the garden which Nature might fairly
claim as her inalienable property, in spite of whatever man could do to
render it his own. This was a fountain, set around with a rim of old, mos-
sy stones, and paved, in its bed, vd.th what appeared to be a sort of mosaic
work of variously coloured pebbles. The play and slight agitation of the
water, in its upward gush, wrought magically with these variegated pebbles,
and made a continually shifting apparition of quaint figures vanishing
too suddenly to' be definable. Thence, s^welling over the rim of moss-grown
stones, the -water stole avmy under a fence, through what we regret to call
a gutter, rather than a channel."4
*****
"Be careful not to drink at Maule’ s well!" said her Neither
drink nor bathe your face in it!"
"Maule’ s -well!" answered Phoebe. "Is that it vrith the rim of mossy
stones? I have no thought of drinking there - but why not?"
"oh," rejoined the daguerreotypist, "because, like an old lady’s
cup of tea, it is bewitched! "5
"He had a singular propensity, for example, to hang over Maule’
s
1. Hawthorne’ s"House of Seven Gables", p.l3
2. Ibid., p.22
3. Ibid., p.l51
4. Ibid., p.l09
5. Ibid., p.ll7
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iYell, and look at the constantly shifting phantasmagoria of figures
produced by the agitation of the water over the mosaic-vork of coloured
pebbles at the bottom. He said that faces looked upward to him there -
beautiful faces, arrayed in bewitching smiles - each momentary face so
fair and rosy, and every smile so sunny, that he felt wronged at its
departure, until the same flitting witchcraft made it a new one, Bxit
sometimes he would cry out, *The dark face gazes at me!’ •wdien she hung
over the fountain at Clifford’s side The truth was, however,
that his fancy - reviving faster than his will and judgment, and always
stronger than they - created shapes of loveliness that wore symbolic of
his native character, and now and then a stern and dreadful shape, that
typified his fate.”l
"Maule’s Well had overflowed its stone border, and made a pool of
formidable breadth, in that corner of the garden."
2
So in Holgrave, the last descendant of Old Maule, lives in a wing
of the Seven Gables. Hepzibah, not knowing his true identity, entertains
a kindly feeling for the young man. He engraves his daguerreotypes in
a style that shows the true spirit of a man instead of the false
countenance so fre^'uently presented for contemplation. He prides himself
particularly on the likeness of Judge Pyncheon:
"Most of my likenesses 3 do look unamiable; but the very sufficient
reason, I fancy, is, because the originals are so. There is a wonderful
insight in Heaven’s broad and simple sunshine. Yv'hile we give it credit
only for depicting the merest surface, it actually brings out the secret
character with a truth that no painter would ever venture upon, even
could ho detect it. There is at least no flattery in my humble line of
art It would gratify me to have your judgment on this
character. .... It is my Puritan ancestor, .... I can assure you
that this is a modern face, and one which you will very probably meet ."3
The symbol of Chanticleer and his flock is repeated in several
different passages to emphasize the deterioration Tfrtiioh pride of family
frequently accomplishes;
"The daguerreotypist once whispered her that these marks betokened
the oddities of the Pyncheon family, and that the chicken itself was a
symbol of the life of the old house, embodying its interpretation,
likewise, although an unintelligible one, as such clues generally are. It
was a feathered riddle; a mystery hatched out of an egg, and just as
1, Hawthorne, "House of Seven Gables"
,
p,187
2, Ibid. ,p.360
3 , Ibid
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mysterious as if the egg had been addled, . • • They probably embodied
the traditionary peculiarities of their whole line of progenitors, derived
through an unbroken succession of eggs; or else this individual
Chanticleer and his two wives had grown to be humorists, and a little
crackbrained withal, on account of their solitary way of life and out of
sympathy for Hepzibah, their lady-patroness."l
|
They kept themselves alive, unquestionably, and laid now and then
an egg, and hatched a chicken; not for any pleasure of their own, but that
;
the world might not absolutely lose what had once been so admirable a
I
breed of fowls, , , • It was evident that the race had degenerated, like j'
many a noble race besides, in consequence of too strict a watchfulness
!
to keep it pure. "2
Hawthorne introduces an objective symbol to emphasize the elusive-
ness of Clifford’s character, Clifford is amusing himself by blowing
bubbles and floating them through the arched window to the street,
|
"Behold him, with his gray hair, and a wan, unreal smile over his
countenance, lAdiere still hovered a beautiful grace, which his worst
enemy must have acknowledged to be spiritual and immortal, since it had
survived so long! Behold him scattering airy spheres abroad, from the
window into the street! Little impalpable worlds were those soap-bubbles, |l
with the big world depicted, in hues bright as imagination, on the '
nothing of their surface. It was curious to see how the passers-by
regarded these brilliant fantasies, as they came floating down, and made
the dull atmosphere imaginative about them. Some stopped to gaze, and,
perhaps, carried a pleasant recollection of the bubbles onward as far as i
the street-comer; some looked angrily upward, as if poor Clifford !i
wronged them, by setting an image of beauty afloat so near their dusty
pathway. A great many put out their fingers or their walking sticks, to
touch, withal; and were perversely gratified, no doubt, when the bubble,
with all its pictured earth and sky scene
,
vanished as if it had never
been.
"3 |i
In this tale Hawthorne was searching for the ans’ver to a ''uestion
which fascinated him during his entire literary life, the nature of sin,
I
its consequences, and its retributions. Hawthorne showed in the
development of the problem of sin and retribution in this tale a
|
remarkable similarity in thought to the mystics of today who draw their
conclusions from the new science. To them, God is Light, the omnipatous
j
1. Hawthorne’s "House of Seven Gables"
,
p,183
2. Ibid,, p.llO
3. Ibid., p.207
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force of the Universe, There is an order to the nature of this force, God*
The most perfect conception of this order by men is relative. But unless
man adheres to this relative order he is out of harmony vrith the natural
order, is out of Light and is in the blackness of Chaos -which is sin. Thus,
his descendants will stay in this blackness until the proper life forces
which abet personal development lead him from darkness back to the Light,
God,
Colonel Pyncheon stepped knowingly from this order into sin and thus
brought on his descendants a natural retribution. The va*ong doing of this
man lived on to his successive generations and became a pure and uncontrol-
lable mischief. The Pyncheons stayed in the Blackness until Phoebe, the
real, the true, united -with Holgrave, the unreal. Thus, she made a
double retribution, returning to him the property of his father and
tempering his intellectual pride -with her affectionate intuition.
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Symbolism of the Blithedale Romance
In the "Blithedale Romance" Hayrthorne’s characters are symbolic of
j
ideas rather than representative of individuals striving against
obstacles in their struggle to reach some desired goal, I
Miles C overdale is the spirit of unsympathetic observation, the
I'
seeing eye, who watches the reactions of the innermost emotions of man to
discover the true quality of the man's emotions and intellect; the spirit
I
of observation who seeks to know only for the purpose of intellectual
satisfaction. His continual inquisitiveness in regard to the love of
Zenobia for Hollingsworth, of Priscilla for Hollingsv/orth, of Hollingsworth ji
for Priscilla and Zenobia contained no sympathy but only intellectual
curiosity. I!
Hollingsworth in his philanthropic zeal gradually turns to a
^
I
'
monster, a caricature. He uses his innate magnetism on individuals only
to further his pet idea for the reformation of criminals. He utterly
ignores the value of the individual as a friend and sees only the value I'
possessed by the person to advance his scheme,
Zenobia surrendered her own individuality to Hollingsworth and was
absorbed by the magnetism of the man. However, he desired only her
intellectual and financial support for his social philanthropy which she !
gave because she loved him. YHien he chose Priscilla, she was unable to
make any intellectual adjustment to her chaotic emotional state and
drowned herself. In Zenobia we see again the same problem, the adjustment
of emotion and intellect, unsolved, which Dimmesdale and ChillingJjworth
worked out so tragically,
Zenobia is the spirit of emotion and intellect hopelessly confused
within one individual, Hawthorne uses the physical symbol of the exotic
flower to characterize her spirit. The flower so consistently pervades
the narrative that it comes to be a talisman.
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"
• • . It was a hot-house flower, - an outlandish flower, - a flower
of the tropics, such as appeared to have sprung passionately out of a soil
the very weeds of which would be fervid and spicy. Unlike as was the flower
of each succesive day to the preceding one, it yet so assimilated its
richness to the rich: beauty of the woman that I thought it the only flower
fit to be worn; so fit, indeed, that Nature had evidently created this
floral gem, in a happy exuberance, for the one purpose of vrorthily adorning
Zenobia* s head. It might be that my feverish fantasies clustered themselves
about this peculiarity, and cauoed it to look more gorgeous and wonderful
than if beheld with temperate eyes. In the height of illness, as I well
recollect, I went so far as to pronounce it preternatural."!
"Even her characteristic flower, though it seemed to be still there,
had undergone a cold and bright transfiguration; it was a flower
exquisitely imitated in jeweller’s work, and imparting the last touch that
transformed Zenobia into a work of art. "2
"Thus saying, she took the jewelled flower out of her hair; and it
struck me as the act of a queen, when worsted in a combat, discrowning
herself, as if she found a sort of relief in abasing all her pride, "3
Priscilla was the spirit of woman who leads a parasitical existence,
living only from the soft reflection of a more powerful existence. The soft
silk purse which Priscilla made symbolized her pretty sweetness that
Hollingsworth learned to need and desire.
The purpose of the story as presented through the symbolism used
is so vague that the mental concept becomes diffused. An attempt to
capture the ultimate universality of Hawthorne’s meaning in this tale is
as difficult as trying to comprehend the meaning of a tapestry by
studying the diffused figures on the reversed side.
1, Hawthorne’s "Blithedale Romance", p,45
2, Ibid., p.l67
3, Ibid., p.229
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Summary
Hawthorne was oonoerned with the nature of sin rather than a
particular offense. He pondered over its results and retribution.
Abandoning the true Calvinistic spirit of damnation for sin, he attempted
to express by indefinite and subtle symbols the possibility of an
entirely different nature and consequence for sin.
In seeking to transcend by the artistic technique his inherited
conception of sin, he required little local color for setting, nor did
his characters become protagonists in a struggle to control their own
destiny. On the other hand, these characters move through the story
as symbols of universal truths of the human heart.
Sin to Hawthorne was relative in value and determined by
circumstances which controlled its nature. The effects of sin were
outside of the ordinary conception of time and the pathos of sin was the
warping effect of character and the retribution demanded from unborn
generations.
However, Hawthorne thought that perhaps the sin would be the
means by which man should toil and sorrow to attain a higher, brighter,
and profoxmder happiness.
The terra "romances'* is not used in our current sense. These
narratives are equivalent to modern expressionism - "The effect to
reveal men’s souls instead of their vestures; to out away the accidents
of their dialect, and disclose their thoughts and emotions. He means,
too, the freedom to see men in the light of Eternity, to see the
Supernatural surrounding the Natural and again impinging upon it.
Hawthorne is a philosophical poet in prose and the reality ho
1
seeks is not of circumstances but of character and destiny."
1, Warren, "Hawthorne", IXXII
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The Relation of Elinor Wylie’s Life to Her Artistic Method
In order to understand Elinor Vfylie’s artistic method and
technique, let us turn to the meager facts of her life •which are
available and try to disoo'c^er both the motive forces for her experiences
and her conception of the relationship of intellect and emotion.
She was born in Somerville, New Jersey in 1885, the daughter of
Henry Martyn Hoyt "who was governor of Pennsylvania and Solicitor-General
of the United States, and also, the grand-daughter of Morton MoMichael,
mayor of Philadelphia. At the age of two her family moved from Somerville
to Philadelphia where she lived until twelve. Her family then moved to
Washington -vdiere she lived until she was twenty-five.
During this time she attended Miss. Bald-win's School in Bryn Ma-wr,
Mrs, Flint's School in Vfashington, and drawing classes at the Corcoran
Musevan of Art,
Before her marriage she spent the summers with her family at
fashionable Northeast Harbor, Mount Desert, Maine, In 1905 she married
Philip Hichborn, "whom she left three years later. The son who was born
from this union she abandoned, "when she left her husband. Philip
Hichborn committed suicide a few years later, in 1912, This tragedy,
1
apparently, did not trouble her.
Of this marriage she says, ”1 didn't know what love and marriage
meant. The other girls talked about such things, but I would never
listen. My marriage was a prison. I felt stifled. There was no room
for my mind at all, I had to get away. VHiile my father “was alive, I had
him to turn to. But after he died I was desperate, and I ran away "with
Horace Vfylie, He "was t'wenty years older than I and father as well as
2 2
husband to me,” (Wylie -was only fifteen years older)
1. Carl Van Doren, "Three VYorlds"
2. Ibid, p.27
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After eloping with Horace she lived in England. They were both
so well known in Washington that they could find no peace in the city.
They lived quietly in England as Mr, and Mrs, Vfaring near New Forest,
In 1915 Mrs. Yfylie divorced Horace and the couple returned to
Boston where they hwere rn married. Later they moved to Washington
where Elinor renewed a former acouaintance with Tfilliam Benet and met
Sinclair Lewis. During her exile in England she had been writing verse.
Through Benet and Lewis she became interested in coming to New York to
1
lead a literary life.
In 1921 she left Washington for New York, This meant a divorce
from Horace Wylie two years later, "A love -vrtiich was almost a classic had
passed like any other," A short time later she married V/illiam Benet,
During the next four years she wrote her four prose romances. Her time
was divided between New York and her Connecticut home. At her home in
Connecticut she attempted both to vrrite and to care for the Benet
children. Evidently the arrangement proved too much for her emotional
and physical nature because the children went to live with their aunt,
Kathleen Norris, Elinor then went to the MaoDowell colony vidiere she
finished "The Venetian Glass Nephew",
The last three years 6f her life, she lived in England, During
this period she did some of her best poetic work. Afflicted with a
serious illness as a result of a shock, she left England to return to
America to die. She died in 1928 at the age of 43,
Carl Van Doren says of her death, "In her last scene poet and
2
woman in her had shared a triumph which neither could hope to surpass."
He tells us that she was in love again before she came to America
1, Carl Van Doren, "A Portrait from Memory", p. 358-361
2. Ibid, p.367
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and of this love she sing:s in her love sonnets. About this love he
makes the follotrinc comment; "Love is what it means to the lover, not
to the bystander, and I could not Question the reality of the tempest
1
which wracked her . .
He claims that he knew but one Elinor Wylie. "She had a sure and
strong intelligence. It was impossible to bring up an idea that she had
not had or did not instantly understand. It was impossible to bring out
a fact that did not fit into something she already knew. No formal
scholar, she had a scholar’s instinct for exactness. . . . But life had
two or three times got out of hand with her and had been tragic. She
could never forget that. It kept alive the perpetual contradictions
of her nature. She was a woman who had beauty and genius. Beauty
compelled her and genius compelled her, both of them without always
giving her simple motives for her compulsion. Doubly driven, she was
doubly sensitive. Tito careers were side by side in one woman. No wonder
she often seemed ruthless, often hysterical, habitually bewildering.
Within a few moments she could be suspicious and ingenuous, insolent and
tender, capricious and steadfast, desperate and hilarious, stirringly
2
profound and exquisitely superficial,"
On several occasions Elinor Wylie has commented on the use of
symbols in literature. In one article she quotes Christopher Morley;
"There are always excellent reasons for silence. One worthy reason is
that you have nothing to say. Another is that what you are thinking is
too important to be said, or would become untrue is uttered ..."
She adds the following pertinent contribution to the discussion;
1, Carl Van Doren, "A Portrait from Memory"
,
p.370
2, Ibid., pp, 363-364
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"Symbolism makes it possible to avoid the bitterness of being understood
1
and to avoid the bitterness of understanding."
Doubly driven by two opposing forces, beauty and genius, her
emotions were constantly at variance with the demands of her intellect.
She was constantly struggling to experience a profound level of emotion
enlightened by the illumination of the intellect. Therefore, it was
natural that she, a poet by nature, a creator of the beautiful in images
should choose to create beautiful symbols to manifest the inner man and
his problems; should choose a teohniaue of art which would enable the
characters in her fantasies to experience a self-transcendence.
1. Carl Van Doren, "A Portrait from Memory" , pp.444-445
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Sjaaboliam of”.Tflmiify Lom”
In "Jennifer Lorn" Elinor V/ylie has written a sustained satire, a
satire which not only directs its sharpest harb at the arrogance of the
male, but also aims many subtle shafts at other targets.
In satirizing the arrogant mala, Elinor V/ylie created the incompa-
rable Gerald, "with his air of passive and polite contempt, his amiable
and cold composure; thieving in India, the seat of his enormous fortune ;
Gerald, reading Candide and drinking brandy to relieve the tedium of an
ocean voyage; Gerald, entertaining his wife during the honeymoon with
long anecdotes which for the most part concerned her own family history
with which she was entirely familiar; Gerald crushing the white roses,
dispatched to Jennifer by her youthful admirer, under his heel in the
courtyard of the Paris hotel; Gerald astride an elephant on the road to
Delhi, ’straight as a lance and stiff as a poker, accommodating himself
in some uncanny fashion to the swinging pace of the monstrous animal; his
face as immobile as a oarven Buddha beneath the green umbrella which he
habitually carried, "an umbrella which he transformed by his grasp into
an object as awful as a sceptre and as ornamental as a lotus-flower;
Gerald beset by bandits, firing coolly until his ammunition is exhausted,
hurling then his pistols at the heads of his assailants and, finally,
fencing ivlth his cane; Gerald, overpowered by numbers, ostensibly staked
through the heart and buried under stones, saved by his slenderness ( the
stake had penetrated his cloak alone); above all, Gerald, the magnificent,
appearing to Jennifer and her Prince before the ruins of Persepolis,
bearing himself 'with such an air of elegance and pride that the very
column lowering over his mortality seemed somewhat dwarfed by the
perfection of his poise,’ ouoting Marlowe with a slightly satirical
smile; Gerald, indeed, is the epitome of maleness with all its vanity
I
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and self-importance transfigured by the smiling art of the writer. . . t i
!'
Elinor Yifylie created the transcendental beauty of Jennifer which
j
ravished the senses of all who beheld her; Jennifer, t'dio was "neither '
1
very strong nor very clever," but was exquisitely beautiful; Jennifer, !'
who was the recipient of the lavish luxuriousness which Gerald’s riches
jj
commanded; Jennifer, who symbolizes the empty heart of wojnankind when
I
Ideprived of love, '
Throughout the fantasy subtle satire is aimed at traditional |i
marriage. In spite of Jennifer’s misery she was never able to physically
^
escape her situation by breaking through her traditional marriage and
giving herself to another for love, i|
A remarkable example of chiaroscuro is achieved in the contrasting
j
characters of the Prince and Gerald. Elinor Vfylie created the lovable
Prince with his air of passionate and earnest interest; the Prince,
entertaining Jennifer during their gypsy jaunt with oriental love poems; [I
the Prince, lithe and graceful, moved by a rare and romantic affection ||
for Jennifer; the Prince, childish, vain, innocent, and weak, allowing
,,
Jennifer to go to her destruction; the Prince, cowardly and spoiled,
,!
failing Jennifer utterly in physical protection.
l'
"Jennifer Lorn" is a successful sustained satire because of the l'
style of construction. The author developed the fantasy by the use of l'
il
few incidents while she gave the story a genuine atmosphere of
I
i
verisimilitude by the use of a multiplicity of details. I
r
These incidents and details which are highly symbolic are expressed!
I;
in images borrowed from both the real and imaginary world, in images
!!
delightfully confusing the perception of the different senses. Her
^
symbols are frequently metaphors detached from their subjects and one
has to guess what her images are being applied to.
i;
1. Wylie, ’Collected Prose
‘I pp. 7-7
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The construotion of the hook itself makes use of these suggestive
metaphoric symbols. The chapter titles are symbolic detached metaphors.
In Book One we find the chapter titles;
1. "A Gross of Brass Knockers” - subtly suggesting the
brazen quality of Gerald’s character projected in relief by the installa-
tion of these knockers in his village.
21. "The Earl’s Elezevir” - typifies another characteristic
quality of Gerald, coolly claiming for his own -what he desires. On a
previous visit to Tarn-Linn, he had persuaded him to part with a rare
Cicero by Elezevir. This symbol is a portent, suggesting that Tarn-Linn
is about to part with a greater treasure, Jennifer
In Book Two some of the significant chapter titles are;
1. "Phoenixes and Pomander Boxes" - suggesting that the
admirers of Jennifer are both like the Phoenix, the sacred bird of
Egyptian u^hology, fabled as coming every 500 years from the Desert of
Arabia to burn itself to ashes on the altar at Heliopolis, after which
it would arise, young and vigorous and more beautiful - a symbol of
imnortality - an emblem of resurrection; and like the pomander, a mixture
of perfumes in the form of a ball carried around the neck.
2, "Excesses in Veneer” -symbolizes the saturation with
erudition in which Gerald continually steeps the helpless Jennifer.
7. "The Gradual Dusky Veil” - is especially significant;
the title is symbolic of the darkness into which a woman slips in an
attempt to escape reality in a love arrangement through romantic dreaming.
Jennifer shaken emotionally by the proposed trip
through northern India with her cruelly cold and remarkably attentive
husband turns to Sallie for consolation. Sallie tries vainly to comfort
her mistress. After shedding many useless tears "Jennifer lay back on
the embroidered linen .... while Sallie packed for the trip."
"Sallie suggested, ’If you would like me to brush
your hair...’ but Jennifer squeezed her hand gratefully and pushed her
from the bed with a gentle but determined obstinacy.
’No, ray dear Sallie; the books at once, if you love
me; and do you go and pack . . . .’
Jennifer opened the prayer-book . . . the next vo^itme
which came to her hand contained the works of the poet Collins; ... she
turned to the "Ode to Evening" . . .
Jennifer flung the heavy fleece of her hair away from
her shoulders and began to read, saying the words aloud but very low;
"Or upland fallows grey
Reflect its last cool gleam
And hamlets brown, and dim-discovered spires.
"I <1
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And hears their simple bell, and marks o’er all
The dewy fingers draw
The gradual dusky veil,”
"The Gradual Dusky Veil", Her eyelids closed; her whisper
was an evocation." 1
Thus, losing herself in sensuous vrords of the poem she
temporarily escaped the bruising reality of her* existence in the wishful
imagery of her poem.
In Book one, chapter two, "The Italian Vinaigrette", Jennifer’s
emotional problem is cleverly symbolized, Jennifer allows the costly
vinaigrette which Gerald has given her to slip from her fingers.
Sickened by the sea, she loses the beautiful object, i!i^ile she miserably
suffers from lack of human love.
The characters in the romance are unfolded not by a presentation
of incidents against which they struggled for physical of mental
supremacy, but through numerous symbolic details which reveal the woven
pattern of their innermost spiritual fabric.
The following symbolic scenes and images in the romance are
manifestations of the universal charaoteristiosnof the arrogant male;
"I detest stamped velvet," he said with acerbity: "Beavnrais
tapestry is, of course, infinitely worse; the violently rococo forms in
furniture have always repelled me. As for this fellow’s claim, my dear,
that the contents of our apartment was formerly the property of some
grand seigneur, I am too well acquainted with the type of person to
wdiom the acquisition of such lamentable objects is as a second nature
,
effortless as breathing, inevitable as death. Such chairs and settees
were obviously purchased by a man of middling family and ouestionable
breeding, to whom the concurrent possession of great wealth and
execrable taste gave power to mark down said make his own these spoils of
barbarism. I imagine that the wretch lost his money in no such
gentlemanlike way as the gaming-tables provide; he was the victim of
various shady speculations and ill-bred enterprises, into which no man
of true quality could ever have been drawn. His fate was richly deserved
my one regret is that after having fallen beneath the avenging hammer of
the public auctioneer, these distressing excesses in veneer and
debaucheries in gold-leaf should have found shelter under the same roof
with people of acute judgment and refined sensibilities ."2
1. Elinor Vifylie, "Jennifer Lorn", pp, 114-115
2. Elinor ITylie, "Collected Prose", p,69
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The preceding scene makes manifest Gerald’s excessive pride in an
inimitable taste for the proper decorum and in a superior appreciation
of his social rank.
"They cannot forgive me for being cleverer than themselves; their
Simian wits are exercised over my evident superiority. My eyes have been
purged with euphrasy and rue; I see the mud in the kennels now, and the
cracked lanterns, and the garbage on the Seine thicker than the lily-pads
|
on the ponds of Bersailles, They say of me, as Candida said of the noble '
Venetian, ’Rien ne peut lui plaire,’ I think in their hearts they are
inclined to say also, in the words of the same simple fellow, ’Quel grand ||
genie I ' Do not submit to their impertinence, love; I shall be glad
jj
to provide you with a set of answers for all occasions,"!
These lines are a skeleton key which unlock the gate that leads to 1
the motive force behind all Gerald’s emotions, ’Quel grand genie i ’ In his
warped subconscious mind he felt that in all skills and in all occasions
j
he had ’ le grand genie’,
"He obtained the ravishing object for nine hundred livres; it was a
decided bargain at the price,
Gerald carried it home in his o^vn hands; in spite of its great
weight he was able, with the help of a hired cabriolet and his remarkable
muscular strength, to convey it direct to their hotel, vdiere he spent the
entire evening regarding it with a passionate admiration, refusing to
attend a small and select gathering in a certain celebrated salon at the
Convent of Saint Joseph, though he had since his earliest visit to Paris
been persona grata in that particular cuarter, Jennifer was relieved;
she enjoyed examining the minutiae of detail wlaich Gerald pointed out to
her so eagerly, and she was glad enough to escape the terrifying
formality which froze her chilly young blood in most of the great dravring-
j
rooms of Paris, The jasper bowl was too lovely to part from, even for a >
matter of hours, Gerald knew in his heart that he would never give it to !
his wife so long as he lived; at the moment he could almost have sworn
j
that if it had come to a choice between them, he would have selected his
|
newer acquisition to have and to hold forever, "2
|
I
"He kept three handsome phaetons and three pairs of beautiful
carriage horses; his saddle-horses were of the noblest Arabian breed; the
|
little equipage of fine wicker which he cause to be fashioned expressly
I
for the purpose of affording the cream-coloured ponies a chance to draw
Jennifer behind them in proper style was soon one of the sights of the !
evening’s drive to the race-course; the fact that she was romantic enough
:
to prefer a palanquin gave Calcutta less opportunity than it would have
liked to observe her , , ,"3
1, Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose", pp, 66-67
2, Ibid,, p#75
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These symbols of the jasper bowl and Jennifer’s resplendent
carriage reveal a universal masculine characteristic. Gerald was a
continuous seeker for sensuous beauty. His was a nature which could be
pricked more deeply through his sense of harmony and the beautiful than
through his heart. He had refined this quality of his nature until it
was clear of any residue of sentiment or affection.
"I have selected him for success, " he said inwardly, smiling a
trifle at the perfect phrasing of his literary effort, in which he had
contrived to combine the demure and graceful wit of the period iiVith an
ageless force of expression all his own."l
The above symbolic scene recapitulates our emotional summation
of the evidences of Gerald’s insufferable intellectual vanity.
"You are aware, of course, that I have had the profound misfortune
to lose my young wife," He pronounced the words with icy calm, and
paused for a full minute, during which he kept his eyes fixed and remote
horizon.
2
"I believe this to be a Byzantine carving of great antiruity,"
said Gerald to himself complacently as he stepped from the cypress grove
into the comparative brightness of the rose-garden, "The face bears a
distinct resemblance to my late dear wife; this alone would render it
valuable to me, but it is, quite apart from this consideration, an
exquisite work of art. I am most fortunate to have procured it at the
cost of so little expense. "3
These last passages complete the illumination of Gerald’s inner
life, complete the revelation of characteristics common to an arrogant
male. Gerald, intellectually vain, financially proud, artistically
arrogant, cruelly cold, stands revealed before us. The symbol of the
Byzantine image, the jasper bowl, the perfect letter, cause the
darker angles of Gerald’s inner life to phosphoresce for our emotional
and intellectual realization.
Again Vifylie reveals the Prince through the imagery in the following
selections
:
1, Elinor Vfylie, "Collected Prose", p.lOl
2, Ibid., p,192
3, Ibid,, p.211
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"Life’s a strong fluid running from conduits of heaven into our
veins; pipe it through a little glass tube like yourself and the pressure
is bound to be painful; the speed and spate of it will maybe crack you."l
"From the inner recesses of his robe he produced an oblong package
of worn black brocade ; this he unfolded slowly and with the most
meticulous care, until at last its contents lay upon his broad palm
exposed to the prince’s avid gaze. The object thus displayed was indeed
beautiful; the boy caught his breath and clenched his hands in excitement
as the yellow lantern light fell clear upon the image.
The ivory panel was perhaps six inches long and slightly more than
half as wide; as Father O’Donnel held it the figure of Our Lady appeared
to be recxnnbent yet alive, lifting little hands which implored rather than
blessed. The delicately cut face, no larger than the prince’s finger-nail,
looked innocent and vaguely troubled; shallow scallops of gold hair framed
it beneath the folds of the ivory mantle; behind the hair were spiked rays
of gold, "2
"The lantern’s amber glass made the ivory itself only a paler gold.
The prince turned the lantern until the image was drenched in green light,
’See, she is drowned,’ he said sadly, ’she has returned to the sea; she
has taken to herself its cold colour, she is asleep in the sea.
He turned the lantern again - no, she floats in azure space - - The
priest reached for the lantern, but the prince was too quick for him; in
a flash the ivory seemed to melt into human flesh in auroral light from
the rose-coloured glass set in the lantern’s fourth side,"
She is a woman irtio wakes in the dav/n and smiles in the flush of the
dawn; she is a woman who smiles into the face of her beloved!"
Father O’Donnel was very angry. With the calm of undisputed
strength he removed the lantern from the prince’s grasp and cast it,
extinguished and shattered, far down the slope of the lawn," 3
"His energetic stride outstripped the others; before either could
protest, he had tom the veil from Jennifer’s face and flung it upon the
tiled floor. Her lovely little face lay revealed, framed in shallow
scallops of gold hair below the ivory folds of the shawl. She looked
innocent and vaguely troubled. As Father O’Donnel bent over the couch, her
lips stirred and she lifted her hands imploring.
’The Byzantine image! ’ i/rtiispered the boy; he fell upon his knees
and covered his eyes with his hands,"4
1. Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose", p,138
2. Ibid., p.150
3. Ibid,, p,l51
4. Ibid., p.158
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"Five minutes later, the prinoe had flung himself face dovmward in
the de'wy grass, vinder a dripping canopy of white roses. He was -weeping,
but not bitterly; it is doubtful "wriiether his tears contained any
appreciable quantity of salt; certainly they were innocent of either blood
or gall. Their composition was not unlike that of the purest rose--ymter;
they mingled without sharpness with the dew upon the slumbering flo-wers,"l
"The prince lay face downivard in the grass, weeping tears in which
a cruel venom of blood and gall were mingled. In one hand he held the
Byzantine image of the Virgin, -which Father O’Donnel had put into his hand
for a little comfort, "2
Slowly the Prinoe penetrates our conscious mind. The author has
presented the Prinoe so subtly that his individuality gradually brightens
and then suddenly stands illuminated. The Prince, delicately balanced,
highly emotional and imaginative, greedily avid, innocent and irresponsible
emerges from the above symbols only to stand hopelessly crushed in the
last scene -with the Byzantine image.
Restless and unhappy, Jennifer possessed by her husband, escaping
reality through dreams steps out of the following symbols, bidding for
our pity and affection:
"With her mind more and more preoccupied -with fantastic imaginings,
she began to plan a dream-progress through the golden castles and green
forests of the past; a Una all snow and innocent fire she would wander
forever companioned by a chivalrous and courageous lion, her thin -white
hands warmed in his tawny mane, her shining head pillowed upon his broad
bosom at ni^t - - She saw this noble animal quite plainly in her mind’s
eye; he looked ver much like Tam-Linn attired in the hide of the Scots
sheep-dog -which her father had given her on her seventh birthday, "3
, now it confronted her in the dark looking glass of the
lily-pond, Shiva the terrible, the adored; Shiva the saint of solitude,
of murder, and of suicide; Shiva -vdio had married two wives, whose names
were Idleness and Death. "4
1, Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose", p.l7l
2. Ibid., p.210
3. Ibid., p.62
4, Ibid., p,119
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"Gerald - Gerald - Gerald! They have murdered me!" So in death
her husband possessed her completely; she died with his name on her lips,"
After considering the implications of the romance in relation to
the meager known facts of Wylie’s life a strong possibility exists that
in spite of the tale being a self-evident satire on an arrogant male it
is also capable of a second interpretation.
There are two distinct Elinor Wylies, the intellectual and the
emotional Wylie, Her intellect was so keen, her artistic taste so refined
her love of beauty so deep, that she apparently never found a harmonious
point of fusion for her intellectual and artistic life, and her emotional
life, Gerald could easily represent the former side of her life while
Jennifer might represent the latter. For surely we can see in the death
of the beautiful Jennifer a parallel to the disastrous emotional life
which the beautiful Elinor experienced.
1 Elin®r IVylie
,
"Collected Prose", p,201
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Symbolism of "The Venetian Glass NepheW 53
il
"The Venetian Glass NepheV is a fantasy which tells the story of
a marriage between Art and Nature. Virginio, (the image representing Art),
was made not born. Even though Casanova has had a hand in the making,
something less than natural blood runs in Virginio’ s mild veins. He may
satisfy his uncle, the Cardinal, according to whose pious desires he has
been shaped, but he is not enough for his bride, Rosalba, Nature’s lively
daughter. He can love, he cannot play.
In this conflict between Art and Nature
,
it is Nature which must
yield. Therefore, Rosalba, despairing, takes the advice of Casanova, who
knows there can be no compromise, only one conclusion. She enters a furnace
at Sevres and comes out porcelain. At last she is the right bride for a
Virginio.
To tell the story Elinor Vfylie ransacked a decade of history for
images which could be skillfully drawn, for images which could be artistioallj;jr
coloured, for images which could be tinted with hues of the imaginary world
which could suggest her moral to the reader.
The eighty-one year old Cardinal Peter Innocent Bon is introduced in
a scene ornamented with erudite decoration, with historical names and
references familiar in the ninth decade of I8th century Venice, Every
paragraph contains a vivid pictured image "vrtiich summons Venice brightly
visible before the eye,
Peter Innocent’ s aesthetic nature is symbolized in the balloon of the
opening paragraph, in the food which he chose to eat, in his desire for the
creation of a nephew:
"Peter Innocent Bon was about to return to the Republic of Venice:
although he had that very day entered upon the eighty-first year of his age,
his eyes, blue as veronica flowers, were even now full of a child’s tears.
1. Elinor Vfylie, "Collected Prose", pp,218-219
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His heart was lighter than a flower, indeed it danced so high and airily,
and teased the tenuous cord of his mortality with such persistent malice,
that he conceived of it as a toy balloon, an azure plaything in a
pantomime, caught by a thread of gold to stable earth, and germane to the
sky.'‘l
* *
"Peter Innocent breakfasted on a large bowl of chocolate and a very
small piece of marzipan, of which he was inordinately fond. The other
cardinals sprinkled spices in their cups, or drank coffee sweet with sugar
and brandy; they ate a great many little birds, roasted with bacon and red
pepper, and they had strawberries from Passeriano and peaches from Algiers
Every one ate what he preferred; Braschi Onesti had candied chesnuts and
champagne , "
2
:4c
. there is indeed something vrfiich I have long wished to
possess, and "with which your truly admirable skill may be able to supply
me. Do you think, by any fortunate chance, that you could make me a
nephew? "3
Virginio, the nephew of glass, is created by Chastelneuf, In
relating the history of his creation t.n highly picturesque customs of
18th century Venice flash before the eye, recreating the city in its age
of tinsel. With scrupulous exactness the author blends the real, the
dates and streets and churches and costumes, ivith her frolicking fairy
story, the marriage of the glass Virginio with the lovable Rosalba,
"So thinking, or, more precisely, feeling, Peter Innocent passed
into the monastery of St, John and St, Paul, whose venerable porch was
a cavern dripping with refreshment after the full and golden glare of noon‘*4
"Meanwhile, above the tripod, the mystery thickened with the
perfumed smoke; there came a loud command, a moon of radiance appeared,
dissolved, and vanished, and with the most startling celerity the young
man bounded from his couch and gracefully abased himself before the
venerable prelate, in whom he seemed to recognize a father of a friend. At
the same instant the chevalier stepped forward and affected an introductioJi
between the two, mingling simplicity with polished ease of manner, "5
1, Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose", p,285
2, Ibid,, p,232
3, Ibid,, p,242
4, Ibid,, p,232
5, Ibid,, p,297
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’’And he reflected truly that it was Rosalba»s spirit that must
inevitably be wounded in this unnatural warfare, however brittle Yirginio’s
bones might prove "!
She gives her fairy story such a look of life as Casanova and Alvisa
Luna gave Virginio, glass -vrithin, almost flesh and blood without, by the
continuous use of scintillating, brittle images blended with reality:
"They embraced; bright glassy tears fell upon Rosalba’s breast, and
upon Virginio’ s cold hands Rosalba’ s tears fell quick and glittering as
sunshower drops, and warm almost as the kisses wherewith they were
mingled. "2
And again:
"So, like a pair of legendary children, they came to the cardinal
where he sat musing by the fire, and, moved, by one impulse, sank upon
their knees before him and inclined their bright locks to his blessing. The
flaxen and the darkly burnished head bent side by side beneath his hand,
and Peter Innocent’s musings vTcre made audible as prayer, and in the
silence smoke arose like incense from the crumbling cedar logs, ascending
through the chimney to the frosty night, and thence perhaps, to heaven. "3
The solution of the problem to the marriage is expressed in the
following symbolic imagery and in the Quotation of Christopher Warren:
"None who looked upon him then wondered afterward at the fabulous
chivalry of the girl’s devotion; the lovers looked into each other’s eyes,
and their eyes -were tender, pitiful, and afraid. Virginio wore a Quality
of pure translucent beauty, unwarmed by earth, the beauty of an element
like sea or air, or that refined and rarefied sunlight mirrored by the
moon. He wore this beauty meekly, and with a slight and delicate timidity
he approached his wife and folded her within his arms. Felicity hovered
above their bending heads, flying nearer, yet never alighting; the wings
of felicity were so nearly visible that to Carlo Gozzi they appeared
feathered like those of the pigeons of Saint Mark ... "4
"The faces of the lovers are most beautiful and pure; the gentle
and elegiac quality of their love appears unmarred by longing. Having
forgotten fear and the requirements of pity, their tenderness becomes a
placid looking-glass in which each beholds the other; the mercurial
wildness which no longer moves them is fixed behind this transparent
screen, lending brightness to the mirrored images. "5
Hfi if if H/i if if
1. Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose", p.307
2. Ibid., p.250
3. Ibid., p.304
4. Ibid., p,303
5. Ibid., p.315
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"But some, and these the elect among gardeners, will always prefer
China Roses,"1
Again it seems that Elinor Wylie is using this artistic method as
a means of self-transcendence. The tale seems to embody her o'wn life
problem, the union of her art and her nature. The romance is an attempt
to achieve a realization through this subtle imagery of the correct point
of fusion for both elements of her being. As in Jennifer, art and
intellect conauered the emotions.
1, Elinor Wylie "Collected Prose", p,284
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- Symbolism of_ "The jOrpl^ Angel” ,
In the pertinent criticism of "The Orphan Angel" by Stephen Vincent
Benet, this passage appears: "The book ends in grave beauty, but the
soul's comedy is unfinished. It cannot, indeed, be finished - for its
1
essence is the disparity between an ideal and the world," It is
around this disparity that Elinor \Yylie built this romance. In the fantasy
she drew at full length the mortal image of Shelley (Shiloh) to whom she
gave an entire devotion, and probably pictured better than any critic has
|
ever pictured the character of the man*
She endeavored to experience the point of fusion and the level of
disparity between Shelley’s world of ideality and reality through the
use of the symbolic technique,
"There are three strands woven together in the fabric of the book -
a spirit, whose ruling passion is a passion for liberty in a world where
liberty is the unpermitted thing - a knight-errant, whose fatal habit it
is to rescue princesses from dragons, with no thought whatever of the
necessary dangers of that pastime after the dragon is dead - and the lost
America of rivers and forests, of wild turkeys and buckskin riflemen and
the red shape in the wilderness which lies somewhere at the back of all
our minds, "2
The pilgrimage across the America of the Eighteen-Twenties in
search for Sylvie, Jasper Cross's sister, is the silver plait that holds
the book together.
Sylvie becomes the symbol proper for Shiloh's search for ideality,
while David Butternut is the symbol proper for his struggle against
reality. Interwoven in the phosphorescent fabric of these major symbols
are the luminescent minor symbols which reveal the struggles for
adjustment in Shiloh's idealic, emotional, and physical worlds.
1, Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose", p,319 '
2, Ibid, ,p. 321
_
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The search for Sylvie La Croix is a symbolic search for liberty
and luminous beauty - a search which starts with a soul-stirring
determination but fades away as all ideals fade when contacted by realityT
fades as far as that particular ideal is definitive but coalesces and
fuses into a greater desire for attaining a clearer understanding of the
j
universal conception of the ideal, ,
The author tries to give the reader the inner manifestations of
|
this subjective urge in the following symbols and symbolic scenes of
Sylvie;
"Funny, your calling her a silver needle," David commented thought-
fully, "Because that’s the name that Jasper used to give her: Silver. It’s '
a queer name, and I reckon she’s a oueer girl; more like a sperrit than a
mortal woman. But beautiful; Jasper always said she was very beautiful."
"Silver, Silver, " said Shiloh to his own heart, whispering the
word like an hypnotic incantation.
This brightness and tranquility fell from the air like dew, and i
echoed in the absence of any sound, to lie cool and musical upon Shiloh’s /
spirit,"!
*
j
"Shiloh took the little object carefully in his slim brown fingers; ji
he regarded it with rapt and dreaming attention while unfolding the |j
crimson handkerchief and opening the shagreen case. Within, the portrait
lay revealed; he stared at it in silence, his eyes large and preternatural-
ly radiant in the starlight, "2
* *
"Silver," he said again, very gently, "must we go in search of you.
Silver?"
"The starlight was no more than twilight, and the ivory oval upon
Shiloh’s palm glimmered uncertainly, as if faintly lit with inner
phosphors scence , "
3
* *
"Before its uncertain light had reached the socket, he had found
the hidden portrait of Jasper’s sister; he turned to it in his weariness
as a scolded child turns to a picture-book. Indeed its cool, pure colours
and gentle looks were a consolation to his drowsy mind, and suddenly he
knew that he could sleep. "4
1, Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose", p, 357
2, Ibid,, p,556
3, Ibid,, p,357
4, Ibid,, p, 371
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”I know,*’ said Shiloh with a sigh and a shudder; the invisible
wolf-cub was devouring the very core of his heart, and the memory of
Silver’s ivory face was extremest torture,"!
:(c :)c 4: :4c 4c t
"I have decided," said Shiloh from the hollow of his dream. His
voice was cool smd quiet, but inwardly he was trembling with exaltation.
"I have decided to go to St, Louis, to find Silver. I was mad to doubt it
I must go, and go to the end of the world if need be, searching until I
shall find her,"
2
4c 4c 4: 4c 4; 4;
"Shiloh drew the miniature of Silver from his pocket; his fatigue
rendered the act an effort, and his fingers refused to unfasten the clasp
of the shagreen case. Nevertheless, it was a comfort to hold the thing
against his cheek and to dream the countenance which it concealed. Here
was no violence of movfeing glitter of gold; here were colours silvery
and pearly, and the shape of peace. "3
4c 4c 4c 4:
"Do you know, my poor boy," said Don Narciso, "what you have
rejected in rejecting Sylvie? You have rejected yourself; you have
rejected your desires, and your luminous dreaming mind; you have rejected
your own soul. It is yourself that you reject in Sylvie, because you
love her; you love this child, and when you turn from her you turn from
all that is lovely, all that is innocent, all that is the peace of heaven, "4
4: 4c 4c *
"He knew that the miniature of Sylvie was in his pocket; he called
her Silver to his own mind, and he could have made a song to her if he had
chosen, but now she was to him no more than Arethusa rising from her
couch of snows, Sylvie must be waking in Casa Coronel, and Shiloh hoped
that she might wake in time to welcome David.
He v^ould not take the trouble to draw the miniature of Sylvie from
his pocket, but presently he would fumble vrith his slim brown fingers
until he had found a pencil and a bit of paper, and he would catch them
quite easily in a little net of pencil-marks. It appear§d a godlike
prerogative, but for the moment he was content to wait'iS
David Butternut, the symbol of reality, vows to be a "faithful
dog to Shiloh, to shelter him from a life which might be too hard for
him to bear."
David accompanies Shiloh in his search for Sylvia across the
1 , Elinor 'ilVylie, "Collected Prose", p,505
2, Ibid,, p,588
3, Ibid., p.495
4, Ibid,, p,628
5, Ibid., p,634
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1
;
continent, from.-Boston to' San Diego. In their journeys through New
England, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, through the Middle West, in his
adventures with the Indians and their wandering in the desert, David is
the reality of experience tempering Shiloh’s wild ecstasies, ,
The following passages give the tone of their relationships:
"Fiend, I defy thee! With a calm, fixed mind, all that thou cansb
inflict I bid thee do,” said Shiloh, bravely, but in a rather faint voice.
"'i’/hich remark don’t butter no parsnips,” replied David with some
impatience, “first place the bastard can’t hear you and second place it
wouldn’t do no good if he did,”l
* * *
"David, have you ever seen an albatross, and have you read "The
Ancient Mariner?” asked Shiloh as they proceeded to the hatchway, "I have
called Coleridge a hooded eagle among blinking owls, but perhaps he is
rather . . , "
"Shiloh, for pity’s sake stow that talk about reading until we’re
alone," whispered David in desperation. "There’s some of the boys ain't
never learned to read, and they’ll think as you’re putting on lugs, ”2
Although the author worshipped Shelley with an idolatrous devotion
|
yet she recognized that his genius was tempered by characteristics that
were difficult, pedantic, and naive. She unhesitatingly reveals these
specific traits in various symbolic scenes throughout the narrative,
Vftien the captain of "The Wind of the ¥/est” solicitously advises
Shiloh to return to his friends, he is exceedingly difficult:
"The delicate mask of tranquility upon Shiloh’s face was shattered
in an instant; he became pale, and his brow was troubled above darkened
eyes, A singular look of apprehension crept into these eyes, tired, yet
painfully alert and brilliant. He had all at once the air of a hunted
thing, a wild deer, fragile and untamed, and the brightness of his eyes
was amazing,
"I must decline to discuss my domestic affairs with a stranger,"
he said in a tense contemptuous voice, and as he spoke his whole slight
body trembled. "3
Again at the wedding of Miss Lillie , Shiloh demonstrated his
independent character:
1, Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose" ,p,3?2
2, Ibid., pp. 348-349
3, Ibid., p.362
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"Shiloh blushed, and endeavored to edge his way through the crowd
to a more retired portion of the field. His efforts wore circumvented by
Mr. Lillie, who invited him to join the country dances then in progress,
at the same time courteously offering to introduce him to several charming
girls from Louisville. Shiloh was apparently trapped; on one side loomed
the stately proportions of his host, brandishing a sherry cobbler in either
hand; on the other side at least six lusty young women fluttered and
giggled alarmingly. Behind him was Rosalie; in front of him a row of corn-
shocks; and a rail fence presented various barriers to escape.
The events of the last half-hour had strung his nerves to the
breaking point; Shiloh suddenly decided to go free at all costs, and casting
convention to the four strong winds of heaven, he dived betv/een the corn
shocks and vaulted buoyantly over the rail fence. Mr. Lillie stared after
him in dignified surprise; the eyes of the six young ladies from Louisville
were round blue moons of amazement at his heels. "1
Shiloh exhibited this characteristic to an alarming degree when
the question of deciding the route to California was under discussion. He
chose to go by the Santa Fe trail, a route particularly dangerous and
hazardous merely to experience the comfort of a warm climate, regardless
of David’s opinion and feelings:
"But why, Shiloh, why in the name of all tarnation?" David was
really angry. . .
"Because I detest the cold, and should very much like to be warm
again," said Shiloh calmly.
"You’re a fool, a pesky fool, ejid I’m sick of your crazy notions!"
David told him violently; he had forgotten his vow.
2
Shiloh’s pedanticism manifests itself at a most disagreeable level
in the following passage:
"But how kind of you, David; how very, very kind!" said Shiloh
sweetly. "Only do you really believe that you are fitted to impart know-
ledge to your intellectual superiors? Because, do you know, I am strongly
inclined to ouestion your ability to teach me anything. And ’learn’ of
course, is an intransitive verb; not that it matters, but these barbarities
of language must excoriate the ears of all persons of sensibility."
"Hold your infernal hush, you blasted son of a gun," answered David
in a furious whisper. "Language, is it? How about your own language, which
I’m sick to death of hearing of it, with all them everlasting long words
and lunatic expressions as’d make a cow laugh and drive a Christian crazy?
You’re a pretty one to talk about language now; you could be took up
anyjrtiere and jailed for most of the verbs you uses in an hour. "3
1* Elinor 7/ylie, "Collected Prose", pp. 471-472
2, Ibid., p.540
3. Ibid., p.542
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The poet’s amusing and maddening naivete continually breaks through
the narrative. It is epitomized in the following lines;
i
I
"Know, then," said Shiloh to Captain Ffoulkastle, "that my situation
is one of peculiar difficulty and peril, I speak not of bodily peril; to
that I am indifferent, as you have rightly judged, but of those spiritual
dangers and blights vdiich beset the soul upon the slopes of time, and to
which I am particularly susceptible. I am not certain, said Shiloh in a I
shaken voice, "that my wife does not desire my return*
"1 U
i
!
^c%*:(c*:ic:4e4c
I .
"Much as I abominate the galling customary chain of matrimony, I |:
am, nevertheless, aware that a journey to V<heeling in our company might
involve Melissa in embarrassments both painful and humiliating, unless
j
one of us were in a position to protect her from flagitious calumnies
and insulting abuse. I, as you know, am already wedded, but you are
fortunately not; in brief, had you not better marry the poor child?
"2
j
I
The author explains Shelley’s unsuccessful marriages and relation-
j
ships by revealing the fierce, restless spirit of liberty which ravaged
him and rebelled at formaj marriage shackles.
In the following excerpts the writer summarizes Shelley’s real and
I
I
imaginary relationship with women;
I
"Several lovely ladies; seven imprisoned princesses, Melissa of i
the honey-sounding name, and Silver sitting among the ashes of her Californ-
ia exile, made the seven of the fairy-tale, added to those others out of li
the past. Always he had meant to be so v/ise and valiant but all the
[;
princesses were still in prison, and he was a wretched creature and the
[j
slave of an enchantment ," 3 !
The next paragraph brings to life Harriet V/estbrook, Shelley’s
first wife;
"The first of the ladies was little and slight, a child, a school-
girl truly; her face was veiled in such a manner that he dared not look at
it* She was Harriet; he had intended to rescue her from parental
tyranny and the horrors of Mrs* Fanning’s school at Clapham. He had been
nineteen years old at the time and a philosopher, so that he had a
rational disdain for knight-errantry, but she had wept bitterly, and her
tears had been April raindrops upon apple-blossom skin. There was never
anything else that did not actually flower in a garden cuite like
Harriet’s face, but such flowers are perishable, and alas . . , his mouth
1, Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose", p*363
[
2* Ibid*, p*388
3, Ibid., p,530
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grew cold with an approaching faintness, and there was the taste of river-
water upon his lips."l
The following paragraph pictures Mary Godwin, his second wife;
’’Mary was another child; thou child of love and light I She was all
white and flaxen, but lighted like an alabaster leuap from within, and the
shadow of her dark-grey eyes was clear as light itself. He had loved her
and he would forever love her; he had meant to rescue her from a cruel
stepmother in green spectacles, and from the loneliness of unfulfilled
desire; he had taken her away and at first she had been happy. Yet he
knew that he had often grieved her, and of late there had been a silent
anger burning at the heart of her beauty. At Lerioi, by the shores of
the bay of Spezzia, she had burned with silent rage, and her white and
gold flesh could scarcely veil the flame. Translucent flesh, and too
mysterious soul; doubtless he was a fool not to understand, but this dark-
ness was bitterer than the depth to the sea, ”2
Then Claire and Jane, Mary’s sisters flash across the page;
"Claire was a child; a spoiled child once, and charming as a tiger-
kitten, He had tried very faithfully to stand her friend, but her fierce-
ness was untamable by any pity; it was not pity or friendship that might
have tamed her heart. He had been gentle with her as a brother, and all
to no purpose; he had been patient, though such was not the natural pulse
of his blood, but patience could never content this Claire, for whom even
love was lacking in flavour unless it were spiced with ferocity. Poor
tiger-kitten, miserably trapped in the household of Professor Bojti at
Florence! Now he could never set her free to frolio up and down the parti-
coloured jungles of a dream,
Jane’s hands were always cool. That was the expression of her
inmost spirit, a cool and delicate spirit, not profound, but sweet as
cream in a dairy. This lady had never been imprisoned, or if she had so
long ago that her smiles had forgotten it; it was Edward who had freed her.
But suppose , , , of course it was all a vision and a mirage , , . suppose
that somewhere within her spirit there had lain a secret of divinity far
I
sweeter than clover-scented dream, a sleeping warmth, an unawakened Psyche,
i
It was too late ever to know this thing; the Psyche must lie unawakened
now, with cool hands folded over her secret, "3
The follovring passages refer to Emilia Viviani, who was put into a
cloister against her will, and in whom Shelley imagined he found his long
;
sought ideal of womanhood;
"Emilia Viviani was a captive dove; poor captive bird, who from thy
narrow cage , , , there was no profit in the memory of that illusion, I
think one is always in love vdth something or other; the error lies in
seeking in a mortal image the likeness of that which is, perhaps, eternal,
I 1, Elinot Wylie, "Collected Prose", p,531
2, Ibid, p,531
3, Ibid., p,530
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So her had written of Emilia, but first he had vrritten of her to another
tune, the veritable musio of the soul . . . but true love never yet was
thus constrained ... it overleaps , . , like lightning with invisible
violence
. . , and makes free . , , makes free ... the limbs in chains .
• • the heart in agony , • the soul in dust and chaos . . •
It was impossible to eat the liver-wing of the chicken while he
remembered Emilia. There were chains of deathly weariness upon his limbs,
and he would have given ten years of his life for a breath of free heaven
to cool his forehead. The room was very hot,"l
His imaginary relationships with woman are pictured in his experien-
ces with Melissa and Ann:
"Melissa of the honey-sounding name was still a child, and happily
this child was safe in the keeping of her father's friend. She vms the
least of all the ladies; she was only fourteen years old. She was far
safer in her present keeping; to free her would have been to cast her
forth into premature sorrow, into a midnight ravenous with wolves. It was
better to have left her quietly in the shining moonlight room, and to
have come away vn.thout a word, with only the ghost of a kiss, a little
pulse of sighing air • . . such kisses die , , , but live . , but live
within the sense they quicken*"
2
***
"Good-bye, beautiful darling," she said presently, "My father
has talked to me of your departure to-morroW; I am glad that you are to
have horses and the stick as a safe-conduct, since you will not accept an
escort. He believes, poor old man, that you may return and marry me after
you have settled your affairs in California; I know of course that this
can never be, but the hope pleases him, because he has taken a great fancy
to you, and he sees that I love you with my entire soul. I am not mad
enough to dream of such happiness; I am better able to imagine hell than
heaven; it is my Puritan inheritance, I suppose. Good-bye, my love, for-
ever; do not forget that I love you, I am your bondwoman; I am your slave;
perhaps in heaven I shall be permitted to serve you. "3
The following symbolic scenes manifest the fierce spirit of liberty
which ravaged Shiloh, making his relationships with women necessarily
brief and transitory;
"He managed to curb a quite undemocratic disgust by a private
reflection upon liberty, and inrtiile gently withdrawing hxmself into a less
immaculate corner he was consoled by a ouotation from Lord Byron, -.vhich
enabled him to finish his cool ffweet apple in comparative peace of mind, "4
1. Elinor l/^ylie, "Collected Prose", p.532
2. Ibid., p.532
3. Ibid,, p, 603
4. Ibid., p.412
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"It does not seem to me a dull or arduous existence," he said
softly. "As for my past fortunes, they have been happier than I deserve;
my regrets are all for my ovm short-comings. Nevertheless, you are wrong
about my soul; it has clothes itself in no rainbow shell; rather it has
stifled in something narrow as a coffin, and obscure. This was of my own
shaping, and by heaven I have lived withdrawn into its shadows like a
tortoise under his homy shield; often I have felt the outrageous weight
of this world upon my back. A sudden cataclysm split that armour; I
emerged into a new element, a volatile compound of sun and sea-water and
eccentric liberty, and in this I have contrived to swim and fly and scram-
ble across half a continent, to the immense benefit of my health and
spirits."!
* + *
"But I've been reading the marriage service, and upon ray soul the
thing’s poetry, Appleby; it’s equal to Dryden. ’In the time of man’s
innocency
. . .
mystical union.’ Is it so prodigiously fine?"
"Detestable shackles," Shiloh cried indignantly, "garlanded with
the most tremulous and tender flowers of speech! "2
* *
"The events of the last half-hour had strxang his nerves to the
breaking-point; Shiloh suddenly decided to go free at all costs, and,
casting convention to the four winds of heaven, he dived between the
corn-shocks and vaulted buoyantly over the rail fence. Mr. Lillie stared
after him in dignified surprise; the eyes of the six young ladies from
Louisville were round blue moons of amazement at his heels, "3
"Shiloh was painfully affected by her unconcealed sorrow; he wishe;^
very much to comfort her, if it were possible to do so without abandoning
his own pursuit of liberty and peace. He tried to think of some simple
consolation, , ,"4
*
"You are perfectly right, David," Shiloh suddenly looked rather
haughty and desperate; his eyes had the brightness of a fawn’s, and yet
there was something of the panther in his air of pride, "I know I am a
fool, my dear fellow, but you are amazingly right; any infringement of
my personal liberty makes me sick with revolt. Nevertheless, I confess
it is a fault; I shall learn better, I suppose, before I die, "5
1. Elinot Wylie, "Collected Prose", p.443
2. Ibid., p,462
3. Ibid., p.472
4. Ibid., p.482
5. Ibid., p.490
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The consideration of these symbols turns our attention back to the
symbol proper which reveals Shelley, as a seeker for universal beauty,
impatient and restless with the beauty he had experienced because it was
not a beauty beyond all mortal conception. The minor symbols complete the
revelation of Shelley, as a tragic blend of high-mindedness and light-
headedness, inspired with an unattainable vision. He knew not the value
of such a vision and, therefore, could never sympathize with society as
he found it.
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Symbolism of ”Mr» Hodge and Mr , Ha^zard"
"Mr. Hodge and Mr. Hazard is a symbolic romance -which is a senuel
to the ’’Orphan Angel”, "The Orphan Angel" reveals Shelley’s influence
after his death, but the -whole tale of Mr, Hodge and Mr. Hazard is the
story of the absence of Shelley in England, Both romances are
interrelated and the text to -srtiioh they are -written may be found in Elinor
Wylie’s last volume of poetry, in the sonnet sequence of "Angels and
Earthly Creatures":
"For I have moved companioned by a cloud.
And lived indifferent to the blood’s desire, . ,
A subtle spirit has my path attended.
In’’ likeness ’-'not a lion but a pard . . .
And happy I, -rtho -walked so v/ell-de fended.
With that translucid presence for a guard.
Under a sky reversed and evil-starred;
A "Woman by an archangel befriended."!
"Mr Hodge and Mr. Hazard" is a s^toabolic romance of the mind, an
epilogue of that great drama of a lost cause, dedicated to the burning
spirit of Shelley and the perverted ego of Byron,
The author reveals the spirit of the lost cause through the
character symbolism -which embodies the essence of the spirits rejected
and accepted.
The England which rejected Shelley and Byron is visited by a lonely
stranger in 1833, Mr. Hazard is variously believed to be either Byron
or Trelawney, but he is rather a ghost, the last of the Romantics, Byron
had died nine years before at Missolonghi, fighting for the Greeks in a
-war against the Turks,
Hazard -was thin and yellow from fever; he had a touch of the sun,
"he had a genius for making himself uncomfortable; he -withered under a
1, Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose",p, 638
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continual scourge of influenza, but he did. not die of it, perhaps, for
the reason suggested in his own gloomy question, ’ ’//hat makes you think
I am alive? • ”1
Among all his old friends, only one was left to welcome him back
to England, Hartleigh, Hartleigh who is probably identified vrith Leigh
Hunt, is the most suitable person to survive the Romantic Movement. It
is difficult to picture Leigh Hunt as ever having belonged to the
Romantic movement until one realizes that he was primarily a journalist
and, therefore, must necessarily have hovered on the edge of any
movement
.
The narrative pictures him as settled into a comfortable domestici-
ty awaiting his childrens? return from a party. "Quite simple* the
country cousin at the pianoforte and custards for supper, but they enjoy
it. "2 These children were the first of the Victorians.
"Caroline Norton recognized Mr. Hazard; her handsome figure is
significant, as marking the vanishment from the social scene of Lady
Caroline Lamb. Poor Caro Lamb cracked and deolassee; and Caroline
Norton was the last presumably Platonic love of the ageing Lord Melbourne,,
once Caro Lamb’s indulgent husband, William Lamb, who forgave her
flagrant infidelity with Byron . But Caroline Norton, accused by a sullen
husband, was vindicated in the courts of law from the Melbourne affair,
and lived on in extreme respectability and a prosperous second marriage.
She edited Books of Beauty and Keepsakes; and wrote little tinkling
verses; she wrote Juanita, that innocently meretricious echo of Byronism.
She heaved a sigh for Mr. Hazard, but did not detain him ... Lord
Melbourne was to become Victoria’s first Prime Minister ."2
"Farewell, my dear friend," said Mrs. Norton when he left her uoon
the stroke of midnight. She wished he would not go, and yet the hour
was a proper enchantment to vdn away a spiritual bridegroom. "3
After visiting the drawing rooms of London where he cast a
shadowed gloom with his unwanted influenza, where he \ms no longer the
fashion, he want to the country where he met Lady Clara . "It would be
1. Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose", p,653
2. Ibid., p.67l
3. Ibid., p.703
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a cruel WTonp;” says Elincr Tfylie, ”to believe that rumour which at a later
date identified her with the Lady Clara Vere de Vere of Mr. Tennyson’s
verses. However, it would be scarcely unkind to call her the Muse of
Tennyson in such moments as he devoted to the aristocracy,”! Lady Clara
had two daughters, Rosa and Allegra, v^o undoubtedly represent the first
period of Tennyson's writings, the period which distinctly showed
Romantic leanings.
Allegra shot Hazard with a silver arrow. He immediately fell in
love with Allegra and had a great affection for Rosa and Clara who
represent the early Romantic spirit of Tennyson.
”Mr. Hazard turned towards the river; he saw Rosa running up the
path in a pink frock. Allegra followed three steps behind her, but Mr,
Hazard could not see the colour of Allegra’ s frock. The dedicate irregular
radiance of Allegra’ s face was a clear crystal wherein Mr, Hazard beheld
the pure and absolute image of beauty, clothes in its own brightness and
borne by the wind of its own speed. The crystal of Allegra’ s face was a
clear chalice, filled with immaculate beauty to the brim,”2
"In the far valleys and upon the mountain-tops of Mr, Hazard’s
mind walked shapes invisible to Clara. Each of the three figures standing
before him in haloes of sunset had a brighter double upon the mouintain-tops
These spirits stepped barefoot over the snows; they descended into the
valleys to bathe in lucid streams. They were his sisters, and at the same
time they were Clara and Rose and Allegra, ”3
"It must bo admitted that Lionel was not among this silver oompany"4
Lionel was Hazard’s son, who did not approve of his father. Lionel
belonged to the class of Mr. Hodge, the new honest "plain business man
5
class of society."
Mr. Hodge was the tutor for Lady Clara’s two sons. He hated Hazard
on sight, Mr, Hodge represented the new schoolmaster type. Dr, Arnold
("we agreed that it was . . . twenty thousand pities that Doctor Arnold
had ever been born"), Thomas Babington Macaulay, (Mr. Macaulay was vTiting
to his sister from the smoking-room of the House of Commons ....
6
Everonee was busy sind devoted")
,
1, Elinor Yfylie, "Collected Prose
2, Ibid., p,7l0
3, Ibid., p.705
and the honest plain business man.
", 0.647 p.R82
^ 5. Ibid., p.670
6. Ibid., p.642
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"He denounced Mr. Hazard to Lady Clara as ’thoroughly un-English’ and
suggested a straight jacket. Metaphorically the straight jacket was
applied, Tennyson wore it without complaint. Browning evaded it, by an
obscurity of phrase vdiich frightened off readers,"
Mr. Hodge is sullenly in love with Lady Clara, It is evident that
ultimately he would win her. Hazard hasn’t a chance against Hodge.
Therefore, he chose to vanish vrtien he understood that Hodge was master of
the scene.
After the unsuccessful tea-party which Clara, Allegra, and Rosa
failed to attend, the Lady Clara's sons, Tristram and Hillary, with
Hodge pack Hazard’s books in preparation for his departure,
"Mr, Hodge sweated at his labours, Mr. Hazard leaned his head i
against the comfortable eushions of his chair; the intellectual colour
of his eyes was full of laughter."!
Shelley and Byron had no intimation of the nature of the defeat
which their rebellion faced. Against the order of the aristocracy they I
I
rebelled, but had they forseen Mr, Hodge, he would have been ten times I
more intolerable to them,
Elinor Wylie uses her usual symbolic technicue to reveal the inner
urges of the spirit of Romanticism, Hazard. She paints him for us in
the following symbols:
"It is but the natural hus of my face, unJiappily," said Mr. Hazard
j
without apparent regret. "This is the celebrated Missolonghi tint,
half-way between tallow and ship’s biscuit,"
j
"Among Mr. Hazard’s several sorts of genius, sombre and liaminous
!
by turns, the po'wer of making himself uncomfortable lay shining and ,
1. Elinor 7/ylie, "Collected Prose", p,651
'
2. Ibid., p.652
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singular. Undoubtedly the gift of the most malicious of all his fairy
godmothers, it remained a wicked talisman which invariably conducted him
to the hardest arm-chair, the smokiest reading-lamp, and the coldest cup
of tea. It was his lifelong habit to pour the tea out while it was still
too weak, and this from natural impatience; an ooually natural absence of
mind prevented him from drinking it until he had read another chapter or
written another stanza. Thus he never drank any but tepid tea, and the large
ungenial cup which he lifted to his lips that evening at eleven o’clock
was perhaps the chilliest in England."!
Hartleigh in discussing Hazard with Annamarie says;
"as well attempt to model Mercury in batter pudding, my dear; you
might try quicksilver next time. Ah, forgive me if I’ve hurt your feelings
it’s a great temptation to catch a flying likeness of him. His wife had
tried it in her novels, over and over again."
2
"In showering Clara with the attributes of divinity Mr. Hazard
denied her the power to do evil, even in lesser things. If she had bidden
him drink the essential oil of bitter almonds instead of china tea, Mr.
Hazard would have drained the venomous cup. He had not trusted a living
soul for seven interminable years, and now it was a fire-new delight to
trust Clara."3
"Nevertheless he was aware of his happy chance in having found a
friend like Clara. She was the fine essence, the seventh distillation of
his milder, more Platonic loves, those charming, melancholy loves which
had been so much less exhausting than the passions. Yes, Clara was of
that graceful n'^mber, but above them in her exquisite calm and distinction;
she was as the evening-star to a wreath of bright tapers. She might never
be willing to read Plutarch before breakfast or to play the guitar after
tea, but she would be sure to turn such hours to uses of her own, to fill
them with the casual poetry of her gestures and the musical concord of her
voice. She was mistress of more influential harmonies than may be evoked
from the strings of a guitar.
As to his few excessive passions, their memory pricked his nerves
to a joyless agitation, and he did well to forgot them if he was to endure
the common stress of business with ease and self-command, hlicther the
business of his life was to be fomenting revolution or composing heroic
verse, he did well to eschew the memory of those fevers. His Platonic
loves were another matter; a cool, allaying recollection, temperate as
Athenian marble, "4
1, Elinor Wylie, "Collected Prose", p.652
2, Ibid., p.656
3, Ibid., p.711
4, Ibid., p.7l4
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"Mr. Hazard was not used to gathering flowers; in other years ladies
had gathered flov/ers for him, but he prefered to leave a rose upon its stall
He hoped that the cold water would revive the stems of these flowers,"!
The title of the last chapter in which Hazard yields to Hodge and
decides to leave the 'rising Victorian spirit of England*, "Less than an
Archangel Ruined" epitomizes the various vicissitudes of the ruined dream
of the Romantics, The fierce burning spirit of the romantic yielded to the
reality of experience urtiich was the only perspective of the Victorian,
The last paragraph of the romance:
"He knew that tomorrow, in the London coach, he would feel faint
and suffocated among its odours of mortality, and crossed in love and for-
tune, but for the moment he was happy. There were five points to a star;
these three uneasy presences were in the room, and himself, making four,.. "2
suggests Elinor Vfylie's hope for her perspective in literature. She,
like a mythological Phoenix, languished on the graves of the Romantics,
and rose imbued with a new conception of the immortal element of art to
burn with a consuming desire to capture the revealing images which might
manifest the universal point of fusion between reality and ideality. Her
vision and revelation she hoped would be the fifth point of the star,
"which set a crown upon the whole and was superior to the others and
remained a part of heaven. "2
1
2
Elinor V/'ylie, "Collected Prose", p,647
Ibid., p,774
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— — Sumnary
I
Elinor TVylie was no profound thinker, philosopher, or metaphysician,
I She was concerned, primarily, with the adjustment of intellect and emotion.
Her artistic technioue for experiencing this adjustment vras the use of
symbolic scenes, pictures, and images. Her symbols she refine and wove
into their texture her feelings, creating intricate and brittle patterns.
An examination of her imagery shows no development of consistent
symbols, rather, it reveals an imagery that is brittle, metallic,
sculptured, polished, that mirrors the silvery surface of things. Her
j
symbols do not plumb the depths or manifest the heart of true, ideal
emotion, but reveal only the chrysalis in which the emotion is encased.
She continually desired love, but believed love to be an illusion.
Her images catch the outlines of pure loveliness, but never reveal the
sensuous wholeness of the beautiful. Always her symbols picture "a kind
of minute permanence, moments of perfection which might stand against
1
the flood of time,"
Nevertheless, the rare artistry of her language vdiich reveals her
sense of the inevitable meaning of words, carve her symbols from moments
of intense feeling and of singular revelations of the infiniteness of
beauty.
Through her symbols she stands revealed as a woman capable of
intense, but not deep emotion. However, her imagery is so flawless and
perfect that it is capable of communicating to the reader the intense
emotion and universal beauty which the symbols mirror,
1. E.L.Walton, "Between the Yellow and the Silver", pp. 682-683
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A Critical Relationship of HaTvthorne and V/ylie
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Poizat says of Symbol isme: "Ainsi le monde a ses yeux n'est ou’une jl
allegorie, las univers ne mlent que pour 00 qu'ils signifient ils sont
j
des signes a interpreter, des elements de la ponsee, des symbols de la vie
,
morale, des inscriptions que Dieu a donnas a dechiffrer a I’homme, une
^
!
ample parabola dont le sens profond concerne les rapports eternels de Dieu
1
a 1‘hoTrcne."
These lines of Poizat explain the artistic technique of Havrthorne.
In his romances he was truly trying to decipher the signs and marks in
the world which write the parable that conceals the eternal relationship
j
i
botvreen God and man.
In V/ylie’s use of this technique there is a great variance of purpose
involved. It might be fitting to call Hawthorne’s symbolism, Christian
symbolism - while we might term Wylie’s, a pagan symbolism.
She uses her symbols not as an algebraic ’x’ to decipher God’s
relationship to man, but rather to manifest the level of participation
necessary for the proper adjustment of the intellect and emotion.
j
It might be argues that Hawthorne was conscious of this same problem^
I
I
and that it manifests itself in "The Scarlet Letter" and "The Blithedale
Romance". That this point is true is incontrovertible, nevertheless,
|
! I
Hester Prynne achieves an adjustment which is decidedly within the tenets
of Christian theology. However, Zenobia is, perhaps, the only character 1
which struggles beyond the theology of Christianity.
Hawthorne used a symbolism within each romance which had a unified
consistency. For example, "The Scarlet Letter" grew and changed through-
out the tale until it became a living evil being. Eventually, however, it
1. Poizat, "Le Symbolisms", p.50
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connotes a spirit of understanding and clemency.
His symbols were objective but gradually coalesced with the
subjective world of thought and truth, until they became not a symbol but
a minute illumination of universal truth.
On the contrary Elinor V/ylie attempted no consistent imagery, Rathei
she chose symbols from her conceptions and visions which were conceived
through the energy of her transitory intense feelings or through the
illiimination of her infinite appreciation of the lovely. Consequently her
symbols are ever changing, ever catching that moment of minute perfection,
and thus revealing to the reader an intellect illumined with a sense of
universal loveliness which feared suffocation from the obligation of a
deep emotional experience.
Nevertheless, the symbolism of both writers is alike in many
respects. They reveal the world of thought and emotion of their characters
rather than an objective struggle with reality; they attempt to experience
a universal conception of the true adjustment to their specific problems;
their scenes, pictures, and images manifest the innder life of their
characters, rather than their relation to the objective world.
Both romancers reveal the subjunctive nature of their problems by
dealing with such universal manifestations that the thoughts and emotions
of their characters are outside time. Shiloh or Hester Prynne could
belong to any generation, any country, any people.
Pereunt et imputantur.
The pathos in the romance of both authors is the result of a lapse
of time. The hours of the characters perish, gay with a thousand tints
of their contemporary world. They are, nevertheless, intrinsically
meaningless. However, each hour and event is laid to the account of and
infects the ages to come with its own individuality. Therefore, it is not
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the succession of hours in either Shiloh’s or Hester Prynne’s life that
reveal the pathos in their lives, but the particular relational ground
in vrtiich one event succeeded the other.
Each author gave a distinct contribution to the development of
American symbolism. Hawbhonie’s simple objective symbols became a part
of the force within the tale; Wylie’s erudite symbols suggest the number-
less plases of emotion and loveliness. Both writers have developed a
desirable element of art which may become part of America’s contribution
to Belles Lettres.
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Digest of Thesis
The Symbolist movement as it developed in France was a distinctive
literary movement from American Symbolism. The French school used
symbolism as an attempt to escape the burden of reality vrtiile American
writers used it not as a philosophy of e scape ,tbut as a means to’ experience
a deeper revelation of ’Truth*.
Symbolism may be defined as an attempt by carefully studied means -
a complicated association of ideas represented by a medley of metaphors -
to communicate unique personal feelings in relation to the revelation of
the "Universal” and "Infinite”.
The nineteenth century gave us Hawthorne, a philosophical symbolist,
the twentieth century produced Elinor Wylie, an emotional and intellectual
symbolist.
The symbolism of Hawthorne is vrell illustrated in his three New
England romances, 'w^ile the symbolism of Wylie can be studied from her four
prose romances,
Hawthorne by birth, inheritance, and environment was predisposed to
choTse symbolism as his artistic techni'^ue. He attempted through his art
to effect a transition from an inherited Puritan conscience to the
imagination.
In "The Scarlet Letter” through the means of the images of Symbolism,
he attempts to penetrate the moral, emotional, and intellectual significance
of the results of a sin of passion.
The romance of "The House of Seven Gables” is a story which attempts
through the symbolic technique to interpret the results of the sin of pride
in family, and the working out of the retribution for a crime urtiich has
been committed before the opening of the story.
The "Blithedale Romance” is a symbolic tale seeking to interpret
the result of unadjusted emotion and intellect as found in Zenobia.
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In these narratives ho was trying to decipher through the signs
and marks of the universe (symbols) the parable that conceals the eternal
relationship of God and man.
His symbols were objective but gradually coalesced with the
subjective world of thought and truth \intil they became not symbols, but
|j
minute illuminations of universal truth.
Elinor Wylie was doubly driven by two opnosing forces, beauty and
genius, her emotions were constantly at variance with the demands of her
|
intellect. She was consistently struggling to experience a profound
I
level of emotion enlightened by the illumination of ^ihe intellect.
||
Therefore, it was natural that she, a poet by nature, a creator of the
beautiful in images, should choose a technicue of art which would enable
the characters in her fantasies to experience a self-transcendence. I
I
I
In her four romances the problem of the adjustment of the emotions
and intellect is the background motif of the tales.
I
In "Jennifer Lorn" she unites this problem with a satire on 1
masculine vanity.
"The Venetian Glass Nephew" ia a symbolic interpretation of the union
of art and nature. Through her symbolism she reveals the inevitability
of nature as the loser in such a union.
;
I
The romance of "The Orphan Angel" presents the influence of Shelley
in America.
The lost cause of the romantics is symbolized in "Mr. Hodge and
Mr. Hazard".
!
The symbolism which Elinor Wylie uses to develop the problems of
these romances is brittle, stony, carved, and exouisitely beautiful. She
developed no consistent symbolism, rather she chose symbols from her
conceptions and visions -vdiich were conceived through her intense emotions
;
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or through her infinite appreciation of the lovely. Consequently, her
symbols are ever changing and ever catching that moment of minute
perfection. Her symbolism is also conspicuously erudite. An investigation
of the chapter titles reveals a startling sweep of knowledge and minute
details of her chosen period.
The symbolism of Hawthorne is clear to ai^ thoughtful reader, while
the symbolism of Wylie can be fully appreciated only by a scholar.
Nevertheless, there are common elements running through the
symbolism of both authors. Their symbols reveal the subjective life of
their characters rather than an objective element; the thoughts and
emotions of their characters are outside of time ; and the pathos in the
romances is the result of a conception that there is no pure succession
of time.
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Bitiliography
Arvin, Nev/ton Hawthorne ,Boston; Little, Brown and Co. 1929
Discusses the moral problems involved in the romances
Steele, Edward "Symbolism of Dante", The Catholic World, May 1911
An unusually intersting article, discussing the nature of
Symbolism, is found in this treatise,
Gorman, H.S, "Daughter of Donne", North American Review, February 19,1922
Discusses the metaphysical qualities in the rumances of
Elinor Wylie,
Gorman, Herbert Hawthorne, A Study in Solitude, New York; George H, Doran
Co. 1927, T'raob's 'the' periods of his life and the works
produo edj
Hawthorne, Nathaniel The American Notebooks
,
edited by Randall Stewart,
ITeWv Haven; Yale University Press, 1932, Gives a very
important study for understanding the background of
Hairthorne’s New England romances.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel Mosses from the Old Manse, Boston; Ticknor and Field,
1846. Sections of this collection give an insight
into the symbolic thought of Hawthorne.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel The Scarlet Letter, London and Glasgow; Collins Clear
“Tj^^PreTiT,
Hawthorne, Nathaniel The House of Seven Gables
,
London and Glasgow; Collins
Clear Type Press
Hawthorne, Nathaniel The Blithedale Romance, London; J.M.Dent and Son,
Everyman' s Library
Hoyt, Nancy Elinor V/ylie, the Portrait of an Unknown Lady, Indianapolis;
The Bobbs-Merrill Co. 1935, (Jives external circumstances of
author's life in a very superficial manner,
Morris, Lloyd Portrait of Mr, Hawthorne, New York; Haroourt, Brace and Co.
1927, Gives an interpretation of the significance of the
solitude of Hawthorne,
More, Paul Elmer Shelburne Essays First Series. New York; G.P. Putnam Sons
l9o7. Gives an excellent insight into the nature of
the man and his works,
Pickard, Samuel Story of First Journal and Loss, Boston; Houghton and
Mifflin, 1897. Gives intersting information not found
elsewhere about the boyhood of Hawthorne.
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Poizat Le Symbolisme
,
Paris; 1919 Gives an excellent treatment of
symbolism
Symons, Arthur The Syabolist Movement in Literature
,
Now York: E.P.Dutton,
|
I^ev.' Ed. i519. Traces the history' of the development of
the French School of Symbolism.
Sherman, Stuart Americans
,
New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1922.
Discusses briefly the symbolism of Hawthorne,
Sergent, Elizabeth S, Fire Under the Andos, New York: A.A. Knopf, 1927
A valuable articio for the reader who wishes to
understand the author.
Walton,
Warren,
E.L. "Between the Yellow and the Silver Both", Nation, June 15,193^
Gives an excellent analysis of the writer’ s’ te^ninue.
Austin Nathaniel Hawthorne, Now York: American Book Co.
fii¥cusses the significance of the symbols found
,
1936
in HaYTthorni’ s
works
,
West, R, "Commentary'*, Bookman, March 1929, Treats of the author’s
continual search I'or the ideal of perfection.
Y/hitehead, Alfred North Symbolism, New York: the Macmillan Co. 1927.
Gives a most excellent analysis of the subject
of symbolism.
Wilson, Edmund Axel’s Castle, A study in the Imaginative Literature of
1870-1930, New York: Charles Scribner, 1931. Discusses
symbolism as a technique,
Woodberry, Geo. E. Nathaniel Hawthorne, How to Know Him, Indianapolis:
The Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1^18. Discusses the signifi-
cance of the life of Hawthorne in relation to his
works
.
Vfylie, Elinor "Mr. Shelley Speaking", Bookman, March, 1927, pp. 29-33
The writer reveals her admirafi on for Shelley
Wylie, Elinor Collected Prose New York, Knopf, 1934
Jennifer Lorn
The Venetian Glass Nephew
The Orphan Angel
Mr, Hodge and Mr, Hazard
This is an excellently edited book. It includes not only
all the prose works of the author, but has excellent
critical prefaces by Carl Van Vechten, Carl Van Doren,
Stephen Vincent Benet, Isabel Patterson, William Rose
Benet
.
Wylie, Elinor "Symbols in Literature"
,
Eng, Journal (Hs.ed, and Dol,ed,)
June, 1928, Discusses the ‘author’ s own views on
symbolism.
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CarlVan Doren,
I
,
’’Elinor Wylie", Bookman
,
Feb. 1929, pp, 609-611. Gives
a tribute to the author after her death.
Van Doren, Carl, "Elinor Wylie, a Portrait from Memory"
,
Harper
,
Sept.
1936, pp.358-367. Gives the best insight into the
author’s personality available.
Van Doren, Carl, Three Yforlds, Boston: Little Brovm and Co. 1936. Gives
a sketch of' Elinor’ s life.
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